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Clouds – How to Distinguish the Different Types of
Clouds?

What is a cloud?


A cloud is an accumulation or grouping of tiny water droplets and ice crystals that
are suspended in the earth atmosphere.



They are masses that consist of huge density and volume and hence it is visible to
naked eyes.



There are different types of Clouds. They differ each other in size, shape, or
colour.



They play different roles in the climate system like being the bright objects in the
visible part of the solar spectrum, they efficiently reflect light to space and thereby
helps in the cooling of the planet.



Clouds are formed when the air becomes saturated or filled, with water vapour.
The warm air holds more water vapour than cold air.



Being made of the moist air and it becomes cloudy when the moist air is slightly
cooled, with further cooling the water vapour and ice crystals of these clouds grew
bigger and fall to earth as precipitation such as rain, drizzle, snowfall, sleet, or
hail.
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What are the different types of cloud?
Clouds are classified primarily based on – their shape and their altitude.

1. Classification of clouds – based on their shape:

Based on shape, clouds are classified into three. They are:
1. Cirrus
2. Cumulus
3. Stratus

2. Classification of clouds – based on their altitude (height):
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Based on the height or altitude the clouds are classified into three. They are –
1. High Clouds
2. Middle Clouds
3. Low Clouds
Note: You should also note about the another type of clouds here – ie. Clouds with
great vertical extent.

1) High Clouds


They can reach above 6000 metres or 20,000 feet.



They are also known as Cirrus Clouds.



They are usually thin and are made up of ice.



They often indicate fair weather and hence do not produce rain.
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Types of High
Clouds

Description

1. Cirrus

They are thin and often wispy cirrus clouds. Typically found at heights
greater than 20,000 feet (6,000 meters), they are composed of ice crystals
that originate from the freezing of supercooled water droplets.

They are high, very thin, comprises a uniform layer, and are composed of
ice-crystals. It is difficult to detect and is capable of forming halos when
2. Cirrostratus
the cloud takes the form of thin cirrostratus nebulosus.
3.
They are small rounded puffs shaped clouds, that usually appear in long
Cirrocumulus rows high in the sky and are usually white, but sometimes appear grey.
2) Middle Clouds


They form between 6,500 feet and cirrus level or from 2000 to 6000 metres.



They are also known as “Alto” clouds.



They frequently indicate an approaching storm.



They may sometimes produce Virga, which is a rain or snow that does not reach
the ground.

Types of
Middle
Clouds

Description

These clouds are in the form of continuous sheet or veil, grey or blue-gray
in colour. They are composed of ice crystals and water droplets. In its
thinner areas, the sun can still be visible as a round, dim disk. These
1. Altostratus clouds may often form ahead of storms with continuous rain or snow.
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They are greyish sheet cloud, characterised by globular masses or rolls in
2.
layers or patches, the individual elements being larger and darker than
Altocumulus
those of cirrocumulus and smaller than those of stratocumulus.
3) Low Clouds


They lie below 6,500 feet, which means from the surface to 2,000 meters.



Low clouds are also known as Stratus Clouds.



They may appear dense, dark, and rainy (or snowy) and can also be cottony white
clumps interspersed with blue sky.

Types of Low
Clouds

Description

1. Strato
Cumulus

Usually arranged in a large dark, rounded or globular masses, usually in
groups, lines, or waves.

2. Stratus

Usually looks like a huge grey blanket that hangs low in the sky that
resembles fog, comprises uniform layer and appear dull, if these clouds
are warm it means rain and if it is cold it snows.

3.
Nimbostratus

They are known as ‘Rain Clouds’ and they are dark, thick and
accompanied by light to moderately falling precipitation.

4) Great Vertical Extent Clouds


They are most dramatic types of clouds.



Great Vertical Extent Clouds are also known as the Storm Clouds.



They rise to dramatic heights, and sometimes well above the level of
transcontinental jetliner flights.
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Types of Great
Vertical Extent
Clouds

Description

1. Cumulus

They are convection clouds, puffy, that sometimes look like pieces of
floating cotton. The base of each cloud is often flat and may be only
1000 meters (3300 feet) above the ground. The top of the cloud has
rounded towers.

They are dense towering vertical cloud, it’s top acquiring an ‘Anvil
Shape’, associated with thunderstorms and atmospheric instability,
2. Cumulonimbus forming from water vapour carried by powerful upward air currents.

How to learn all cloud types in a single diagram?
Refer the below picture:
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What is International Cloud Atlas?
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The International Cloud Atlas describes the classification system for clouds and
meteorological phenomena used by all World Meteorological Organization
Members.



It includes a manual of standards and photographs of clouds and weather
phenomenon.



It was first published in the 19th century and was last updated 30 years ago.



The new 2017 version of International Cloud Atlas was a digitalized one and has
many additions.

The new cloud classifications that were introduced the International
Cloud Atlas (2017)
1) The Species
Volutus


They are long, typically low, horizontal, detached, tube-shaped cloud mass.



They often appear to roll slowly about a horizontal axis.



The species volutus is a soliton and hence not attached to other clouds.



This species applies mostly to Stratocumulus and rarely Altocumulus.

2) The Supplementary Features
(a) Asperitas


There are well-defined, wave-like structures in the underside of the cloud.



Asperitas is characterised by localised waves in the cloud base, either smooth or
dappled with smaller features, sometimes descending into sharp points, as if
viewing a roughened sea surface from below.



The varying levels of illumination and thickness of the cloud can lead to dramatic
visual effects.



They occur mostly with Stratocumulus and Altocumulus.

(b) Fluctus


They are relatively short-lived wave formation, usually seen on the top surface of
the cloud, in the form of curls or breaking waves (Kelvin-Helmholtz waves).



They occur mostly with Cirrus, Altocumulus, Stratocumulus, Stratus and
occasionally Cumulus.

(c) Cavum


These are a well-defined generally circular hole in a thin layer of supercooled
water droplet cloud.
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The Cavum is typically a circular feature when viewed from directly beneath, but
may appear oval-shaped when viewed from a distance. When resulting directly
from the interaction of an aircraft with the cloud, it is generally linear.



They occur in Altocumulus and Cirrocumulus and rarely Stratocumulus.

(d) Murus


It is a localised, persistent, and often abrupt lowering of cloud from the base of a
Cumulonimbus from which tuba (spouts) sometimes form.



Usually associated with a supercell or severe multi-cell storm.



Murus showing significant rotation and vertical motion may result in the
formation of tuba (spouts), Commonly known as a ‘wall cloud’.

(e) Cauda


A horizontal, tail-shaped cloud (not a funnel) at low levels extending from the
main precipitation region of a supercell Cumulonimbus to the murus (wall cloud).



It is typically attached to the wall cloud, and the bases of both are typically at the
same height.



Cloud motion is away from the precipitation area and towards the murus, with
rapid upward motion often observed near the junction of the tail and wall clouds
and are commonly known as a ‘tail cloud’.

3) Accessory Cloud
Flumen


They are bands of low clouds associated with a supercell severe convective storm
(Cumulonimbus), arranged parallel to the low-level winds and moving into or
towards the supercell.



These accessory clouds form on an inflow band into a supercell storm along the
pseudo-warm front.



One particular type of inflow band cloud is the ‘Beaver’s tail’. This is distinguished
by a relatively broad, flat appearance suggestive of a beaver’s tail.

4) Special Clouds
(a) Flammagenitus


These are clearly observed to have originated as a consequence of localised
natural heat sources (forest fires, wildfires or volcanic activity) and consist of
water drops.

(b) Homogenitus


These are originated specifically as a consequence of human activity.
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They include aircraft condensation trails (contrails), or clouds resulting from
industrial processes, such as cumuliform clouds generated by rising thermals
above power station cooling towers.

(c) Homomutatus


These are formed as a result of persistent contrails (Cirrus homogenitus) that may
be observed, over a period of time and under the influence of strong upper winds,
to grow and spread out over a larger portion of the sky, and undergo internal
transformation such that the cloud eventually takes on the appearance of more
natural cirriform cloud.

(d) Cataractagenitus


They may develop locally in the vicinity of large waterfalls as a consequence of
water broken up into spray by the falls.



The Cataractagenitus are formed when the downdraft caused by the falling water
is compensated for by the locally ascending motion of air.

(e) Silvagenitus


These are the clouds that may develop locally over the forests as a result of an
increased humidity due to evaporation and evapotranspiration from the tree
canopy.

What is Asperitas Cloud?


Asperitas is formerly known as Undulatus asperitus.



It is a cloud formation proposed by Gavin Pretor-Pinney of the Cloud
Appreciation Society (2009).



It is recently been accepted and added to the International Cloud
Atlas on March 23, 2017, on the occasion of World Meteorological Day.



The ‘Asperitas’ is a Latin word and its meaning is ‘Rough‘.



The Asperitas clouds tend to be low-lying and are caused by weather fronts that
create undulating waves in the atmosphere.

Why clouds appear white in colour?


The clouds usually appear white because the tiny water droplets and ice crystals
inside them are tightly packed, and they reflect most of the sunlight that falls on
these masses (scattering).



The tiny cloud particles equally scatter all colours of light, which make the viewer
to perceive all wavelengths of sunlight mixed together as white light.
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Why do clouds darken at the time of rain?


The clouds appear dark or grey in colour at the time of rain is due to their
particulate density.



The water vapour will bind together into raindrops, leaving larger spaces between
these drops of water and hence less amount of light is reflected, lending a darker
appearance of the rain clouds.
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Distribution of Temperature in the Earth’s Atmosphere
In the previous articles in the Geography section, we have discussed in detail about
the composition and structure of the earth’s atmosphere, how and from where the
earth receives its energy, how the earth maintains its temperature, methods through
which the heat energy gets transferred in the atmosphere (insolation and heat balance
of the earth) etc. In this article, we are going to discuss the trend of distribution of
temperature in the earth’s atmosphere.

Difference between heat and temperature


The interaction of incoming solar radiation (insolation) with the atmosphere and
the earth’s surface creates heat. This is measured in terms of temperature.



While heat represents the molecular movement of particles comprising a
substance, the temperature is the measurement in degrees of how hot (or cold) a
thing (or a place) is.



So, heat is the energy which makes things or objects hot, while temperature
measures the intensity of heat (degree of hotness/coldness).



Heat and temperature are closely related to each other because gain or loss of
heat is necessary to raise or lower the temperature.



The Celsius scale is the internationally accepted scale for reporting air
temperature.



Fahrenheit scale and Kelvin scales are other scales used to measure temperature.



The Fahrenheit temperature scale is based on 32 °F for the freezing point of water
and 212 °F for the boiling point of water, with the interval between the two being
divided into 180 parts.



On the Kelvin scale, 0 K represents absolute zero (-273 °C), the temperature at
which the molecules of a substance have their lowest possible energy.
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Distribution of Temperature
Distribution of temperature varies both horizontally and vertically. Let us study it
under


A) Horizontal Distribution of Temperature



B) Vertical Distribution of Temperature

A) Horizontal Distribution of Temperature


Distribution of temperature across the latitudes over the surface of the earth is
called its horizontal distribution.



On maps, the horizontal distribution of temperature is commonly shown
by isotherms.



Isotherms are line connecting points that have an equal temperature.
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When we analyse an isotherm map, it can be seen that the horizontal distribution
of temperature is uneven.

The factors responsible for the uneven horizontal distribution of
temperature are:
1. Latitude


In the previous article, we have studied that the angle of incidence of sun’s rays
goes on decreasing from the equator towards the poles.



Higher the angle of incidence, higher is the temperature. Similarly, lower the angle
of incidence, lower is the temperature.



This is why the temperature is higher near the tropical regions and decreases
towards the poles.

2. Altitude


As we all know, the temperature in the troposphere goes on decreasing with
increase in height.



Temperature decreases at an average rate of nearly 6 degree Celsius per 1000 m
altitude, which is known as Normal Lapse Rate.

3. Land and Sea Contrast
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Compared to land, the sea gets heated slowly and loses heat slowly. Land heats
up and cools down quickly.



As a result, the temperature is relatively higher on land during day time and it is
higher in water during the night.



Also, the places situated near the sea come under the moderating influence of the
sea and land breezes which moderates the temperature.



There are also seasonal variations in the temperature of land and sea. During
summer, the air above land has a higher temperature than the oceans. But the air
above oceans gets higher temperature than landmass in winter.



Notwithstanding the great contrast between land and water surfaces, there are
differences in the rate of heating of different land surfaces. A snow-covered land
as in polar areas warms very slowly because of a large amount of reflection of
solar energy. A vegetation covered land does not get excessively heated because a
great amount of insolation is used in evaporating water from the plants.

4. Ocean Currents


Ocean Currents are of two types – warm and cold.



Warm currents make the coasts along which they flow warmer, while cold
currents reduce the temperature of the coasts along which they flow.



The North-Western European Coasts do not freeze in winter due to the effect of
North Atlantic Drift (a warm current), while the Quebec on the coast of Canada is
frozen due to the Cold Labrador Current flowing along it, though the Quebec is
situated in lower latitudes than the North-West European Coast.
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5. Air Masses


Like the land and sea breezes, the passage of air masses also affects the
temperature.



The places, which come under the influence of warm air masses experience higher
temperature and the places that come under the influence of cold air masses
experience low temperature.
6. Vegetation Cover



Soil devoid of vegetation cover receives heat more rapidly than the soil under
vegetation cover. Because vegetation cover absorbs much of sun’s heat and then
prevents quick radiation from the earth whereas the former radiates it more
rapidly.



Hence the temperature variations in densely forested areas are lower than those
in desert areas.

Note: Along with these, the other factors which are responsible for the uneven
horizontal distribution of temperature are winds, nature of the soil, slope and aspect
of the surface, relief features, etc.


The horizontal distribution of temperature over the globe can be studied easily
from the isotherm maps of January and July months since the seasonal extremes
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of high and low temperature are most obvious in both northern and southern
hemispheres during these months.

Horizontal Distribution of Temperature in January


In January, the sun shines vertically overhead near the tropic of Capricorn.
Hence, it is summer in southern hemisphere and winter in the northern
hemisphere.



A high temperature is found over the landmasses mainly in three regions of the
southern hemisphere. These regions are North-West Argentina, East and Central
Africa, and Central Australia.



Isotherm of 30°C closes them.



In the northern hemisphere, landmasses are cooler than the oceans. As the air is
warmer over the oceans than over landmasses in the northern hemisphere, the
isotherms bend towards the north (poles) when they cross the oceans and to the
south (equator) over the continents.



This can be clearly visible over the North Atlantic Oceans. The presence of warms
ocean currents (Gulf Stream and North Atlantic Drift) make the Northern Atlantic
Ocean warmer and the isotherms bend towards the poles. Over the land, the
temperature decreases sharply and the isotherms bend towards the equator in
Europe.



In the southern hemisphere, the effect of the oceans is well pronounced (due to
few landmasses).



Here, the isotherms are more or less parallel to the latitudes and the variation in
temperature is more gradual than in the northern hemisphere.
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Horizontal Distribution of Temperature in July


In July, the sun shines vertically overhead near the Tropic of cancer. Hence, high
temperatures are found in the entire northern hemisphere.



The regions having high temperature include South Western USA, the Sahara, the
Arabia, Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan, desert region of India and China.



However, the lowest temperature of 0°C is also noticed in the Northern
Hemisphere during summer in the central part of Greenland.



During summer in the northern hemisphere, isotherms bend towards the equator
while crossing oceans and towards the poles while crossing landmasses.



Isotherms are wide spaced over oceans while they are closely spaced over
landmasses.



In July, the deviation of isotherms is not that much pronounced as in January.

B) Vertical Distribution of Temperature


We have already studied that the temperature in the troposphere decreases with
an increase in the altitude.



This vertical gradient of temperature is commonly referred to as the standard
atmosphere or Normal Lapse Rate.



However, this normal lapse rate varies with height, season, latitude and other
factors.



Indeed the actual lapse rate of temperature does not always show a decrease with
altitude.
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Inversion of Temperature


The phenomenon in which temperature increases with increasing altitude
temporarily and locally under certain conditions is known as inversion of
temperature.



Inversion is usually of short duration but quite common nonetheless.



Long winter night, clear sky, dry air and absence of winds leads to quick radiation
of heat from the earth’s surface, as well as from the lower layers of the
atmosphere.



This results in the cooling of the air near the earth’s surface. The upper layers
which lose their heat not so quickly are comparatively warm.



Hence the normal condition, in which temperature decreases with increasing
height, is reversed. The cooler air is nearer the earth and the warmer air is aloft.



In other words, temperature increases with increasing height temporarily or
locally.



The phenomenon of inversion of temperature is mostly observed in intermontane
valleys due to air drainage.



During winters the mountain slopes cool very rapidly due to the quick radiation of
heat.



The air resting above them also becomes cold and its density increases. Hence, it
moves down the slopes and settles down in the valleys.



This air pushes the comparatively warmer air of valleys upwards and leads to the
phenomenon of inversion of temperature.



Sometimes the temperature falls below freezing point in the valleys leading even to
the occurrence of frost. In contrast, the higher slopes remain comparatively
warmer.



This movement of heavy and dense cold air towards the valley slopes almost like
water is termed as air drainage.
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Insolation and Heat Balance of the Earth
In the previous article, we have discussed the composition and structure of the earth’s
atmosphere. The atmosphere is essential for the survival of plant and animal life. They
also require the optimum temperature to keep themselves warm and grow. In this
article, we are going to discuss in details about some of the topics like insolation,
terrestrial radiation, heat budget of the earth, albedo, etc.

Insolation or Incoming Solar Radiation


As we all know, the sun is the primary source of energy for the earth. The sun
radiates its energy in all directions into space in short wavelengths, which is
known as solar radiation.



The earth’s surface receives only a part of this radiated energy (2 units out of
1,00,00,00,000 units of energy radiated by the sun).



The energy received by the earth’s surface in the form of short waves is termed
as Incoming Solar Radiation or Insolation.



The amount of insolation received on the earth’s surface is far less than that is
radiated from the sun because of the small size of the earth and its distance from
the sun.



Moreover, water vapour, dust particles, ozone and other gases present in the
atmosphere absorb a small amount of solar radiation.
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The solar radiation received at the top of the atmosphere varies slightly in a year
due to the variations in the distance between the earth and the sun.



During the earth’s revolution around the sun, the earth is farthest from the sun
on 4th July. This position of the earth is called aphelion. On 3rd January, the
earth is nearest to the sun. This position is called perihelion.



Due to this variation in the distance between the earth and the sun, the annual
insolation received by the earth on 3rd January is slightly more than the amount
received on 4th July.



However, the effect of this variation is masked by some other factors like the
distribution of land and sea and the atmospheric circulation. Hence the variation
does not have a greater effect on daily weather changes on the surface of the
earth.

Factors influencing Insolation
The amount of insolation received on the earth’s surface is not uniform everywhere. It
varies according to the place and time. When the tropical regions receive maximum
annual insolation, it gradually decreases towards the poles. Insolation is more in
summers and less in winters. The major factors which influence the amount of
insolation received are:
1. Rotation of the earth on its axis
2. The angle of incidence of the sun’s rays
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3. Duration of the day
4. Transparency of the atmosphere

1. Rotation of the earth on its axis


The earth rotates on its own axis which makes an angle of 66.5 with the plane of
its orbit around the sun.



The rotation of the earth on this inclined axis has a greater influence on the
amount of insolation received at different latitudes.

2. The angle of incidence of the sun’s rays


Since the earth is a geoid resembling a sphere, the sun’s rays strike the surface at
different angles at different places. This depends on the latitude of the place.



The higher the latitude, the less is the angle they make with the surface of the
earth.



The area covered by the vertical rays is always less than the slant rays. If more
area is covered, the energy gets distributed and the net energy received per unit
area decreases.



Moreover, the sun’s rays with small angle traverse more of the atmosphere than
rays striking at a large angle.
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Longer the path of the sun’s rays, greater is the amount of reflection and
absorption of heat by the atmosphere. As a result, the intensity of insolation is
less.

3. Duration of the day


Duration of the day varies from place to place and season to season. It decides the
amount of insolation received on the earth’s surface.



The longer the duration of the day, the greater is the amount of insolation
received. Conversely shorter the duration of the day leads to receipt of less
insolation.

4. Transparency of the atmosphere


The transparency of the atmosphere depends upon the cloud cover and its
thickness, dust particles, water vapour, etc. They reflect, absorb or transmit
insolation.
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Thick cloud hinders the solar radiation to reach the earth’s surface. Similarly,
water vapour absorbs solar radiation resulting in less amount of insolation
reaching the surface.



When the solar radiation passes through the atmosphere, water vapour, ozone
and other gases absorb much of the near infrared radiation (mainly in the
troposphere).



Very small suspended particles in the troposphere scatter visible spectrum both to
space and towards the earth’s surface. This process adds colour to the sky.



The red colour of the rising and the setting sun and the blue colour of the sky are
the results of scattering of the light within the atmosphere.

Note: Maximum insolation is received over the subtropical desert, where the
cloudiness is the least. The equator receives comparatively less insolation than the
tropics. Generally, at the same latitude, the insolation is more over the continent than
over the oceans. In winter, the middle and higher latitudes receive less radiation than
in summer.
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Heating and Cooling of the Atmosphere
The sun is the ultimate source of atmospheric heat and energy. There are different
ways of heating and cooling of the atmosphere. They are:
1. Terrestrial Radiation
2. Conduction
3. Convection
4. Advection

1. Terrestrial Radiation
Before discussing terrestrial radiation, the following facts about radiation are worth
noting.
i) All objects whether hot or cold emit radiant energy continuously.
ii) Hotter objects emit more energy per unit area than colder objects.
iii) The temperature of an object determines the wavelength of radiation. Temperature
and wavelength are inversely proportional. Hotter the object, shorter is the length of
the wave.


So, when the earth’s surface after being heated up by the insolation (in the form of
short waves), it becomes a radiating body.



The earth’s surface starts to radiate energy to the atmosphere in the form of long
waves.



This is what we call as terrestrial radiation. This energy heats up the
atmosphere from bottom to top.



It should be noted that the atmosphere is transparent to short waves and
opaque to long waves.



The long-wave radiation is absorbed by the atmospheric gases particularly by
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. Thus, the atmosphere is indirectly
heated by the terrestrial radiation.



The atmosphere, in turn, radiates and transmits heat to space. Finally, the
amount of heat received from the sun is returned to space, thereby maintaining a
constant temperature at the earth’s surface and in the atmosphere.

2. Conduction (transfer of heat by contact)
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Conduction is the process of heat transfer from a warmer object to a cooler object
when they come in contact with each other.



The flow of heat energy continues till the temperature of both the objects become
equal or the contact is broken.



The conduction in the atmosphere occurs at the zone of contact between the
atmosphere and the earth’s surface.



Conduction is important in heating the lower layers of the atmosphere.

3. Convection (vertical transfer of heat)


Transfer of heat by the movement of a mass or substance from one place to
another, generally vertical, is called convection.



The air of the lower layers of the atmosphere gets heated either by the earth’s
radiation or by conduction. The heating of the air leads to its expansion. Its
density decreases and it moves upwards.



The continuous ascent of heated air creates a vacuum in the lower layers of the
atmosphere. As a consequence, cooler air comes down to fill the vacuum, leading
to convection.



The cyclic movement associated with the convectional process in the atmosphere
transfer heat from the lower layer to the upper layer and heats up the
atmosphere.



The convection transfer of energy is confined only to the troposphere.
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4. Advection (horizontal transfer of heat)


The transfer of heat through horizontal movement of air (wind) is called advection.



Winds carry the temperature of one place to another. The temperature of a place
will rise if it lies in the path of winds coming from warmer regions. The
temperature will fall if the place lies in the path of the winds blowing from cold
regions.



Horizontal movement of the air is relatively more important than the vertical
movement. In the middle latitudes, most of diurnal (day and night) variations in
daily weather are caused by advection alone.



In tropical regions particularly in northern India during the summer season, local
winds called ‘Loo’is the outcome of advection process.

Heat Budget of the Earth


The earth as a whole does not accumulate or lose heat. It maintains its
temperature.



This can happen only if the amount of heat received in the form of insolation
equals the amount lost by the earth through terrestrial radiation.



This balance between the insolation and the terrestrial radiation is termed as
the heat budget or heat balance of the earth.
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This is why the earth neither warms up nor cools down despite the huge transfer
of heat that takes place.

Albedo


Albedo can be simply defined as a measure of how much light that hits a surface
is reflected back without being absorbed.



It is a reflection coefficient and has a value less than one.



When the solar radiation passes through the atmosphere, some amount of it is
reflected, scattered and absorbed.



The reflected amount of radiation is called as the albedo of the earth.



The value of albedo will be different for different surfaces.
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Because of the effect of albedo, highly developed areas such as urban cities can
experience higher average temperatures than the surrounding suburban or rural
areas, a phenomenon known as the “Urban Heat Island Effect”.



The higher average temperature can be attributed to less vegetation, higher
population densities, and more infrastructures with dark surfaces (asphalt roads,
brick buildings, etc.).

Variation in the net budget at the earth’s surface


Although the earth as a whole maintains a balance between the insolation and the
terrestrial radiation, this is not true what we observe at different latitudes.



As we have discussed earlier, there are variations in the amount of insolation
received at different latitudes.



In the tropical region, the amount of insolation is higher than the amount of
terrestrial radiation. Hence it is a region of surplus heat. In the polar region, the
heat gain is less than the heat loss. Hence it is a region of deficit heat.
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Thus the insolation creates an imbalance of heat at different latitudes.



This imbalance is nullified to some extent by winds and ocean currents, which
transfer heat from surplus heat regions to deficit heat regions.



This process of redistribution and balancing of latitudinal heat is commonly
known as Latitudinal Heat Balance.
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Composition and Structure of the Earth’s Atmosphere
What is atmosphere?
We all know that earth is a unique planet due to the presence of life. The air is one
among the necessary conditions for the existence of life on this planet. The air is a
mixture of several gases and it encompasses the earth from all sides. The air
surrounding the earth is called the atmosphere.



Atmosphere is the air surrounding the earth.



The atmosphere is a mixture of different gases. It contains life-giving gases like
Oxygen for humans and animals and carbon dioxide for plants.



It envelops the earth all round and is held in place by the gravity of the earth.



It helps in stopping the ultraviolet rays harmful to the life and maintains the
suitable temperature necessary for life.



Generally, atmosphere extends up to about 1600 km from the earth’s surface.
However, 99 % of the total mass of the atmosphere is confined to the height of 32
km from the earth’s surface.

Composition of the atmosphere


The atmosphere is made up of different gases, water vapour and dust particles.
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The composition of the atmosphere is not static and it changes according to the
time and place.

Gases of the atmosphere



The atmosphere is a mixture of different types of gases.



Nitrogen and oxygen are the two main gases in the atmosphere and 99 percentage
of the atmosphere is made up of these two gases.



Other gases like argon, carbon dioxide, neon, helium, hydrogen, etc. form the
remaining part of the atmosphere.



The portion of the gases changes in the higher layers of the atmosphere in such a
way that oxygen will be almost negligible quantity at the heights of 120 km.



Similarly, carbon dioxide (and water vapour) is found only up to 90 km from the
surface of the earth.

Carbon dioxide:


Carbon dioxide is meteorologically a very important gas.



It is transparent to the incoming solar radiation (insolation) but opaque to the
outgoing terrestrial radiation.
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It absorbs a part of terrestrial radiation and reflects back some part of it towards
the earth’s surface.



Carbon dioxide is largely responsible for the greenhouse effect.



When the volume of other gases remains constant in the atmosphere, the volume
of the carbon dioxide has been rising in the past few decades mainly because of
the burning of fossil fuels. This rising volume of carbon dioxide is the main reason
for global warming.

Ozone gas:


Ozone is another important component of the atmosphere found mainly between
10 and 50 km above the earth’s surface.



It acts as a filter and absorbs the ultra-violet rays radiating from the sun and
prevents them from reaching the surface of the earth.



The amount of ozone gas in the atmosphere is very little and is limited to the
ozone layer found in the stratosphere.

Water Vapour


Gases form of water present in the atmosphere is called water vapour.



It is the source of all kinds of precipitation.



The amount of water vapour decreases with altitude. It also decreases from the
equator (or from the low latitudes) towards the poles (or towards the high
latitudes).



Its maximum amount in the atmosphere could be up to 4% which is found in the
warm and wet regions.



Water vapour reaches in the atmosphere through evaporation and transpiration.
Evaporation takes place in the oceans, seas, rivers, ponds and lakes while
transpiration takes place from the plants, trees and living beings.



Water vapour absorbs part of the incoming solar radiation (insolation) from the
sun and preserves the earth’s radiated heat. It thus acts like a blanket allowing
the earth neither to become too cold nor too hot.



Water vapour also contributes to the stability and instability in the air.

Dust Particles


Dust particles are generally found in the lower layers of the atmosphere.
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These particles are found in the form of sand, smoke-soot, oceanic salt, ash,
pollen, etc.



Higher concentration of dust particles is found in subtropical and temperate
regions due to dry winds in comparison to equatorial and polar regions.



These dust particles help in the condensation of water vapour. During the
condensation, water vapour gets condensed in the form of droplets around these
dust particles and thus clouds are formed.

Structure of the atmosphere
The atmosphere can be divided into five layers according to the diversity of
temperature and density. They are:
1. Troposphere
2. Stratosphere
3. Mesosphere
4. Thermosphere (Ionosphere)
5. Exosphere
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Troposphere


It is the lowermost layer of the atmosphere.



The height of this layer is about 18 km on the equator and 8 km on the poles.



The thickness of the troposphere is greatest at the equator because heat us
transported to great heights by strong convectional currents.



Troposphere contains dust particles and water vapour.



This is the most important layer of the atmosphere because all kinds of weather
changes take place only in this layer.



The air never remains static in this layer. Therefore this layer is called ‘changing
sphere’ or troposphere.



The environmental temperature decreases with increasing height of the
atmosphere. It decreases at the rate of 1 degree Celsius for every 165 m of height.
This is called Normal Lapse Rate.



The zone separating troposphere from the stratosphere is known as tropopause.



The air temperature at the tropopause is about – 80 degree Celsius over the
equator and about – 45 degree Celsius over the poles. The temperature here is
nearly constant, and hence, it is called tropopause.

Stratosphere


Stratosphere is found just above the troposphere.



It extends up to a height of 50 km.



The temperature remains almost the same in the lower part of this layer up to the
height of 20 km. After this, the temperature increases slowly with the increase in
the height. The temperature increases due to the presence of ozone gas in the
upper part of this layer.



Weather related incidents do not take place in this layer. The air blows
horizontally here. Therefore this layer is considered ideal for flying of aircraft.



The upper limit of the stratosphere is known as stratopause.



One important feature of stratosphere is that it contains a layer of ozone gas.



The relative thickness of the ozone layer is measured in Dobson Units.



It is mainly found in the lower portion of the stratosphere, from approximately 20
to 30 km above the earth’s surface.
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It contains a high concentration of ozone (O3) in relation to other parts of the
atmosphere.



It is the region of the stratosphere that absorbs most of the sun’s ultra-violet
radiations.

Mesosphere


It is the third layer of the atmosphere spreading over the stratosphere.



It extends up to a height of 80 km.



In this layer, the temperature starts decreasing with increasing altitude and
reaches up to – 100 degree Celsius at the height of 80 km.



Meteors or falling stars occur in this layer.



The upper limit of the mesosphere is known as mesopause.

Thermosphere


This layer is located between 80 and 400 km above the mesopause.



It contains electrically charged particles known as ions, and hence, it is known as
the ionosphere.



Radio waves transmitted from the earth are reflected back to the earth by this
layer and due to this, radio broadcasting has become possible.



The temperature here starts increasing with heights.

Exosphere


The exosphere is the uppermost layer of the atmosphere.



Gases are very sparse in this sphere due to the lack of gravitational force.
Therefore, the density of air is very less here.
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Ocean Currents – Shortcut method by to learn faster

In our geography notes on the hydrosphere, we have seen the major movements of the
ocean water. They are – waves, tides and ocean currents. Having covered the
fundamentals, we shall see in this post, a super-fast way to learn the details of ocean
currents.

Names, direction, nature….and what not!
Well, you might have heard so many names like Kuroshio current, Oyashio current,
Peru current etc. Is Kuroshio a cold current or warm current? Where is its location?
It’s not easy to remember all the names, location and type (warm or cold) of ocean
currents – without the right guidance. UPSC often ask questions in Prelims and Mains
from the topic of ocean currents. So, what is the short-cut approach to learn fast?
Well, wait and see.

How to learn the names of ocean currents, faster?
ClearIAS has prepared a mind map from the above map. We have shown the major
current systems in the three oceans – Atlantic ocean, Indian ocean and Pacific ocean –
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from left to right. Continents are represented in ‘Green’, warm ocean currents in ‘Red’,
and cold ocean currents in ‘Blue’. Hope it’s easy now!

What are the points to remember?


There are gyres in each of the oceans – The Pacific, Atlantic and Indian ocean.
(Any large system of rotating ocean current, particularly those involved with large
wind movements is called as a Gyre.).



Current direction: In general, currents in the northern hemisphere travel in the
clockwise direction in a gyre, while currents in southern hemisphere travel in the
anti-clockwise direction ( the only exception is the current direction in the Indian
ocean, which changes seasonally.)



The ocean current movement in the north-Atlantic gyre, as well as north-Pacific
gyre, is clockwise, while the gyres in the Southern hemisphere are anti-clockwise.



Current temperature: In general, currents in the western part of every continent
are cold (the exceptions are mentioned in the article on movements of the ocean
water).



Currents coming from the polar region are generally cold.



Currents near to equator are generally warm.



There is a counter-equatorial current, which moves from west to east (warm).
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The west-wind drift moves from west to east (cold)

Now, that’s the only quick notes you need to learn the flow pattern of ocean currents.
With the above points, you can find the nature of almost all currents. Let’s analyse
the major ocean currents.

1. North Equatorial Current


It is a significant Pacific and the Atlantic Ocean current that flows from east to
west.



They flow in between 100 north and 200 north latitudes.



Despite its name, the North Equatorial Current is not connected to the equator.



In both oceans, it is separated from the equatorial circulation by the equatorial
countercurrent, which flows eastward.

2. South Equatorial Current


It is a significant ocean current in the Pacific, Atlantic and the Indian Ocean that
flows from east to west.



They flow in between the equator and about 200 south.



In the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, it extends across the equator to about 5 0 north.

3. Equatorial Counter Current


It is an eastward flowing current found in the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans.



It is found in between the North Equatorial and South Equatorial Currents at
about 3-100 northern latitudes.



This counter-current replaces the water removed from the eastern side of the
ocean by the North Equatorial and South Equatorial Currents.



In the Indian Ocean, the current tends to reverse hemispheres seasonally due to
the impact of reversing Asian monsoons.

4. Antarctic Circumpolar Current or West Wind Drift


It is an ocean current that flows from west to east around the Antarctica.



The current is circumpolar due to the lack of any landmass connecting with the
Antarctica and thus keeps warm ocean waters away from the Antarctica.
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The Antarctic Convergence is associated with this current. It is the region where
the cold Antarctic waters meet the water of the Sub-Antarctic, creating a zone of
upwelling (a zone of very high marine productivity).

Gyres of Ocean Currents in each of the major Oceans
The major loops are seen in Pacific Ocean, Atlantic Ocean and the Indian Ocean in
both the hemispheres. Each of the currents follows more or less a definite pattern.
But the currents in the Indian Ocean (Northern Hemisphere) change the flow-direction
between summer and winter.

Currents of the Atlantic Ocean


To the north and south of the equator, there are two westward moving currents,
i.e., the North and the South Equatorial Currents.



Between these two, there is the counter equatorial current which moves from west
to east.

Atlantic Ocean: Northern Hemisphere


The South Equatorial Current bifurcates into two branches near the Cape De Sao
Roque in Brazil and its northern branch joins the North Equatorial Current.
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A part of this combined current enters the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico,
while the remaining current passes along the eastern side of the West Indies as
the Antilles Current.



The part of the current which enters the Gulf of Mexico comes out from the
Florida Straight and joins the Antilles current.



This combined current moves along the south-eastern coast of the U.S.A and is
known as the Florida Current up to Cape of Hatteras.



Beyond Cape of Hatteras, it is known as the Gulf Stream.



A cold current from the Arctic Ocean called Labrador Current, which flows along
the eastern coast of Canada, meets the warm Gulf Stream near the north-east
corner of U.S.A.



The confluence of these two currents, one cold and the other warm, produce fog
around the region and makes it the most important fishing ground in the world.



The Gulf Stream then deflected eastward under the combined influence of the
westerlies and the rotation of the earth.



It then crosses the Atlantic Ocean as the warm North Atlantic Drift.



In this journey, another cold current from the Arctic called as the East Greenland
Current joins with the North Atlantic Drift.
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The North Atlantic Drift bifurcates into two branches on reaching the eastern part
of the ocean.



The northern branch continues as North Atlantic Drift; reaches the British Isles
from where it flows along the coast of Norway as the warm Norwegian
Current and enters the Arctic Ocean.



The southern branch flows between Spain and Azores Island as the cold Canaries
Current.



The Canaries Current finally joins the North Equatorial Current and completes
the circuit.

Atlantic Ocean: Southern Hemisphere



The South Equatorial Current turns south and flows along the eastern coast of
South America as Brazil Current.



At about 350 south latitude, due to the influence of westerlies and the rotation of
the earth, the current moves eastward.



A cold current called as the Falkland Current which flows along the southeastern coast of South America from south to north joins with the current at this
time.



The Brazil Current moves eastward and crosses the Atlantic Ocean as South
Atlantic Current.



A part of the west wind drift or the Antarctic Circumpolar Current merges with the
South Atlantic Current while crossing the Atlantic.
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Near the Cape of Good Hope, the South Atlantic Current is diverted northward as
the Cold Benguela Current.



Benguela Current finally joins with the South Equatorial Current and completes
the circuit.

Currents of the Pacific Ocean
Pacific Ocean: Northern Hemisphere


The North Equatorial Current turns northward and flows along the Philippines
Islands, Taiwan, and Japan to form the warm Kuro Shio or Kuro Siwo current.



Later, a cold current called Oya Shio or Oya Siwo which flows along the eastern
coast of the Kamchatka Peninsula merges with the Kuro Shio Current (Okhotsk
Current is a cold current which merges with the Oya Shio before its confluence
with Kuro Shio).



From south-east coast of Japan, the Kuro Shio current comes under the influence
of westerlies and flow right across the ocean as the North Pacific Current.



After reaching the west coast of North America, it bifurcates into two branches:
the northern branch flows anti-clockwise along the coast of Alaska as
warm Alaska Current and the southern branch moves southward along the coast
of California as the cold California Current.



California Current eventually joins with the North Equatorial Current and
completes the circuit.
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Pacific Ocean: Southern Hemisphere



In the South Pacific Ocean, the South Equatorial Current flows towards the west
and turns southward as the East Australian Current.



From Tasmania, it flows as the cold South Pacific Current from west to east and
crosses the Pacific Ocean along with the West Wind Drift.



On reaching the south-western coast of South America, it turns northward and
flows as the cold Peru Current or Humbolt Current.



The cold waters of the Peru Current are partially responsible for making the coast
of the northern Chile and western Peru with very scanty rainfall.



Peru Current eventually joins with the South Equatorial Current and completes
the circuit.

Currents of the Indian Ocean


The pattern of circulation of ocean currents in the Indian Ocean differs from the
general pattern of circulation in the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans.



This is because the Indian Ocean is blocked by the continental masses in the
north.



The general pattern of circulation in the southern hemisphere of the Indian Ocean
is anti-clockwise as that of the other oceans.



In the northern hemisphere, there is a clear reversal of currents in the winter and
summer seasons, which are completely under the influence of the seasonal
changes of monsoon winds.

Indian Ocean: Northern Hemisphere during winter
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During winter, Sri Lanka divides the currents of the Arabian Sea from those of the
Bay of Bengal.



The North East Monsoon Drift flows westward just south of Sri Lanka with a
countercurrent flow between it and the South Equatorial Current.



During the winter season, in the northern section, the Bay of Bengal and the
Arabian Sea are under the influence of North East Monsoon Winds.



These North East Monsoon winds drive the waters of the Bay of Bengal and the
Arabian Sea westward to circulate in an anti-clockwise direction.

Indian Ocean: Northern Hemisphere during summer
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In summer, the northern part comes under the influence of the South West
Monsoon.



It results in an easterly movement of water in the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian
Sea in a clockwise direction.



This current is called as the South West Monsoon Drift.



In the Indian Ocean, the summer currents are more regular than those of the
winter.

Indian Ocean: Southern Hemisphere


In the southern part, the South Equatorial Current which flows from east to west
is strengthened by its corresponding current of the Pacific Ocean.



It then turns southward along the coast of Mozambique in Africa.



A part of this current moving in between the African mainland and the
Mozambique is called as the warm Mozambique Current.



After the confluence of these two parts, the current is called as Agulhas Current.



Agulhas Current merges with the West Wind Drift when it crosses the Indian
Ocean.



A branch of this merged current flows along the western coast of the Australia as
cold West Australian Current.



It later joins with the South Equatorial Current to complete the circuit.

Summary
As mentioned above, the quick-way to remember ocean currents is to remember the
gyres. Currents in the western part of every continent is cold. Currents coming from
the polar region are generally cold. Currents near to equator are generally warm.
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Movements of ocean water: Waves, Tides and Ocean
Currents
Our Geography notes continue. Having covered the most important concepts in land,
we are now dealing with the water (hydrosphere). In the last article, we have seen
the ocean bottom topography. In this comprehensive post, we will cover
the movements of ocean water – waves, tides and ocean currents. We hope the notes
will turn highly handy for quick learning and last-minute revision.

Movements of ocean water: The classification
You all know that the ocean water is never still. There are different types of
movements of ocean water under the influence of different physical characteristics like
temperature, salinity, density, etc. Movements of ocean water are also affected
by external forces like the sun, moon and the winds.
The major movements of the ocean waters can be classified into three. They are:
1. Waves
2. Tides
3. Ocean Currents
Waves and the ocean currents are horizontal movements of ocean waters while the
tide is a kind of vertical movement of the ocean water.

Waves


Waves are nothing but the oscillatory movements that result in the rise and fall
of water surface.



Waves are a kind of horizontal movements of the ocean water.



They are actually the energy, not the water as such, which moves across the
ocean surface.



This energy for the waves is provided by the wind.



In a wave, the movement of each water particle is in a circular manner.



A wave has two major parts: the raised part is called as the crest while the lowpoint is called as the trough.
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Tides


Tide are the periodical rise and fall of the sea levels, once or twice a day,
caused by the combined effects of the gravitational forces exerted by the sun, the
moon and the rotation of the earth.



They are a vertical movement of waters and are different from movements of ocean
water caused by meteorological effects like the winds and atmospheric pressure
changes.



Note: The water movements which are caused by the meteorological effects like
the said above are called as surges and they are not regular like tides.



The moon’s gravitational pull to a great extent is the major cause of the
occurrence of tides (the moon’s gravitational attraction is more effective on the
earth than that of the sun).



Sun’s gravitational pull and the centrifugal force due to the rotation of earth are
the other forces which act along with the moon’s gravitational pull.
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The highest tides in the world occur in the Bay of Fundi in Canada.



When the tide is channeled between islands or into bays and estuaries, they are
termed as Tidal Currents.



The regular interval between two high or two low tides is 12 hours 25 minutes.

Flow Tide and Ebb Tide


A flow tide or a flood tide is a rising tide or incoming tide which results in a
high tide.



It is thus the time period between a low tide and a high tide (i.e., the rising time).



Ebb Tide is the receding or outgoing tide. It is the period between high tide and
low tide during which water flows away from the shore.

Types of Tides
A. Tides based on the frequency

1. Semi-diurnal Tide: They are the most common tidal pattern, featuring two high
tides and two low tides each day.
2. Diurnal Tides: Only one high tide and one low tide each day.
3. Mixed Tide: Tides having variations in heights are known as mixed tides. They
generally occur along the west coast of North America.
B. Tides based on the sun, the moon, and the earth’s positions

1. Spring Tides: When the sun, the moon, and the earth are in a straight line, the
height of the tide will be higher than normal. These are called as a spring tides. They
occur twice in a month-one on the full moon (Poornima) and the other on the new
moon (Amavasya).
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2. Neap Tides: Normally after seven days of a spring tide, the sun and the moon
become at a right angle to each other with respect to the earth. Thus, the gravitational
forces of the sun and the moon tend to counteract one another. The tides during this
period will be lower than the normal which are called as the neap tides. They also
occur twice in a month- during the first quarter moon and the last quarter moon.

Magnitude of Tides
Perigee: When the moon’s orbit is closest to the earth, it is called as perigee. During
this period, unusually high and low tide occur.
Apogee: When the moon’s orbit is farthest from the earth, it is called as apogee. Tidal
ranges will be much less than the average during this period.
Perihelion: It is the position where the earth is closest to the sun (around January
3rd). Unusual high and low tides occur during this time.
Aphelion: It is the position where the earth is farthest from the sun (around July 4th).
Tidal ranges are much less than the average during this period.
Tidal Bore
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When the leading edge of the incoming tide forms a wave/ waves of water that travel
up a river or a narrow bay against the direction of the river or bay’s current, it is
called as a tidal bore. The Indian rivers like the Ganges, Brahmaputra, Indus, etc
exhibits tidal bores.
Inter-Tidal Zone

The intertidal zone, also known as the foreshore and seashore and sometimes referred
to as the littoral zone, is the area that is above water at low tide and under water at
high tide (i.e., the area between the tide-marks).
Effects of tides


Tides act as a link between the port and the open sea. Some of the major ports of
the world, such as London port on the river Thames and Kolkata port on river
Hugli are located on the rivers away from the sea coast.



The tidal current clear away the river sediments and slows down the growth of
delta.



It increases the depth of water which helps ships to move safely to the ports.



It also acts as a source for producing electricity.

Ocean Currents


The ocean currents are the horizontal flow of a mass of water in a fairly defined
direction over great distances.



They are just like a river flowing in an ocean.
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Ocean currents can be formed by the winds, density differences in ocean waters
due to differences in temperature and salinity, gravity and events such as
earthquakes.



The direction of movement of an ocean current is mainly influenced by the
rotation of the earth (due to Coriolis force, most ocean currents in northern
hemisphere move in clockwise manner and ocean currents in southern
hemisphere move in an anti-clockwise manner).

Gyre, Drift, and Stream


Any large system of rotating ocean current, particularly those involved with large
wind movements is called as a Gyre. They are caused by the Coriolis force.



When the ocean water moves forward under the influence of prevailing wind, it is
called as Drift (The term ‘drift’ is also used to refer the speed of an ocean current
which is measured in knots). E.g. North Atlantic Drift.



When a large mass of the ocean water moves in a definite path just like a large
river on the continent, it is called as a Stream. They will have greater speed than
drifts. E.g. Gulf Stream.

Types of Ocean Currents
1. Warm Ocean Currents:


Those currents which flow from equatorial regions towards poles which have a
higher surface temperature and are called warm current.



They bring warm waters to the cold regions.



They are usually observed on the east coast of the continents in the lower and
middle latitudes of both hemispheres.
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In the northern hemisphere, they are also found on the west coast of the
continents in the higher latitudes (E.g. Alaska and Norwegian Currents).

2. Cold Ocean Currents:


Those currents which flow from polar regions towards equator have a lower
surface temperature and are called cold currents.



They bring cold waters into warm areas.



These currents are usually found on the west coast of the continents in low and
middle latitudes of both hemispheres.



In the northern hemisphere, they are also found on the east coast in the higher
latitudes (E.g. Labrador, East Greenland and Oyashio currents).

The ocean currents can be also classified as:
1. Surface Currents: They constitute about 10% of all the waters in an ocean. These
waters are occupied at the upper 400m of an ocean or the Ekman Layer. It is the
layer of the ocean water which moves due to the stress of blowing the wind and
this motion is thus called as Ekman Transport.
2. Deep Water Currents: They constitute about 90% of the ocean water. They move
around the ocean basin due to variations in the density and gravity.

Factors influencing the origin and nature of ocean currents
1. Difference in density


As we all know, the density of sea water varies from place to place according to its
temperature and proportion of salinity.



The density increases with an increase in salinity and decreases with a
decrease in salinity.



But when the temperature increases, density decreases and when the
temperature decreases density increases.



This increase and decrease in density due to the differences in temperature and
salinity causes the water to move from one place to another.



Such a movements of water due to the differences in density as a function of
water temperature and salinity is called as the Thermohaline Circulation.



In polar regions, due to a lower temperature, the waters will be of high density.
This causes the waters to sink to the bottom and then to move towards the less
dense middle and lower latitudes (or towards the equatorial regions).
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They rise (upwelling) at the warm region and push the already existing less dense,
warm water towards the poles.



While considering the equatorial region, the high temperature in those regions
causes the water to expand. Thus, the waters in these regions will be at a higher
level than that of the middle and upper latitudes. This also creates a gradient and
results in the movement of waters from equatorial region to middle and upper
latitudes.

2. The earth’s rotation



Earth’s rotation causes Coriolis force which deflects the air to its right in the
northern hemisphere and to its left in the southern hemisphere-Ferrel’s Law.



Similarly, oceans water also affected by the Coriolis force and follows the Ferrel’s
Law.



Hence, ocean currents in the northern hemisphere move in a clockwise (towards
right) direction and ocean currents in southern hemisphere moves in an anticlockwise (towards left) direction (In the Indian Ocean due to the impact of the
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Asian monsoon, the currents in the northern hemisphere do not follow this
pattern of movements all time).
3. The winds


The winds like trade winds and westerlies drive the ocean water in a steady flow in
front of them.



When the direction of the winds changes, the direction of the current also gets
changed.
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Ocean Floor: Everything you need to know
Geography is an interesting subject which covers land (lithosphere), water
(hydrosphere) and air (atmosphere). Hope you have gone through our easy-to-learn
notes covering important land features. Now let’s see how to learn fast the concepts
associated with hydrosphere. Let’s start from ocean floor first.

Earth – the water planet



We know that our earth is the only planet in the solar system which has water in
abundance; hence, it is often called as ‘water planet’.



About 71% of the earth’s surface is covered by water (3/5th of Northern
Hemisphere and 4/5th of Southern Hemisphere is covered by water).



Similar to the continental landforms which have been discussed in previous
articles, oceans also contain a variety of landforms.

Oceanic land-forms (submarine relief)


There are mountains, basins, plateaus, ridges, canyons and trenches beneath the
ocean water too.



These relief features found on the ocean floor are called Submarine Relief.



The ocean basins are broadly divided into four major subdivisions. They are;

1. Continental Shelf
2. Continental slope
3. Abyssal plains
4. The ocean deeps/ submarine trenches
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1. Continental Shelf


There is no clear or well-defined line separating oceans from the continent. In fact,
continents do not end abruptly at the shoreline.



They slope seaward from coast to a point where the slope becomes very steep.



This shallow submerged extension of the continent is called as the Continental
Shelf.



The depth usually ranges from 120 to 370 meters from the surface water.



Their width also varies from a few kilometers to more than 100 kilometers.



This variation can be seen even in the context of the Indian peninsula. The
continental shelf of the western coast of India is much wider than that of the
eastern coast. (Note: NIOS text mentions the opposite case)



Continental shelves are much narrow or absent in some continents, particularly
where Fold Mountains run parallel or close to the coast.



The shallow water over the shelf enables sunlight to penetrate through the water
to the bottom and encourages the growth of microscopic plants and animals called
planktons, which are the food for fishes.



Continental Shelves are of greater importance to man. They are the sources of
fishes, minerals including sand and gravel, etc.



A large quantity of world’s petroleum and natural gas are obtained from the
shelves.



Coral reefs are also common on continental shelves.



One of the striking features of the continental shelf is the presence of submarine
canyons which extend to the continental slope.
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These canyons are ‘steep-sided valleys’ cut into the floor of the seas.



They are very similar to the gorges found on the continents.



One of the reasons for the formation of the submarine canyon is the underwater
landslide.



The continental shelf is generally considered to be territorial water extents of the
nations to which it adjoins.

2. Continental Slope


The continuous sloping portion of the continental margin, seaward of the
continental shelf and extending down to the deep sea floor of the abyssal plain, is
known as Continental Slope.



It extends between the depths of 180m to 3600m.



They have very little deposits of sediments on them due to their steepness and
increasing distance from the land.



Sea life is also far less here than on the shelf.



The base of the continental slope will have deposits of sediments. This belt of
sedimentary deposits forms the Continental Rise.

3. Abyssal Plain


Abyssal plains are the extremely flat and featureless plains of the deep ocean
floor.



Abyssal plains are considered as the levelest areas on the earth.



They cover a major portion of the ocean floors between the depths of 3000m to
6000m.



Abyssal plains are as irregular as the continental plains with submarine plateaus,
hills, guyots, and seamounts.



The floor of the abyssal plain is covered by sediments.



The sediments which are formed from the remains of living things are
called Oozes.



Oozes can be seen in those seas which favour an abundant growth of organisms.



Another type of sediments is red clay which is of volcanic origin or made up of
tiny particles brought by wind and rivers.



Some relief feature seen on abyssal plains are:

a. Submarine Ridges


The oceanic mountains are called as submarine ridges.
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They are linear belts occurring near the middle of the oceans and are also called
mid-oceanic ridges.



The oceanic ridge is the site of frequent earthquakes.



Volcanism is common in ocean ridges and it produces many relief features.



The Mid-Atlantic Ridge is the largest continuous submerged mountain ridge which
runs from north to south in the Atlantic Ocean.



At some places, the peaks rise above the sea surface to form Islands.

b. Seamounts and Guyots


Submerged volcanoes with sharp tops are called as seamounts.



Sometimes they rise above the sea as isolated islands.



Hawaii and Tahiti Islands are such exposed tops of volcanoes.



Seamounts with a flattened top are called as Guyots or Tablemounts.

4. The Ocean Deeps/ Submarine Trenches


The ocean deeps are the deepest part of the ocean.



They are generally called submarine trenches.



These trenches are not always located in the middle of the ocean basins. They
may be very close or parallel to the continents bordered by Fold Mountains.
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They are usually found adjacent to the areas of volcanic and earthquake activity.



Great earthquakes and tsunamis are born in them.



The Pacific Ocean has the largest number of trenches.



The Mariana trench in the Pacific Ocean is the deepest known part of the world.
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Earth’s Crust: Elements, Minerals and Rocks
In the previous article in geography section, we have discussed in detail about the
interior of the earth. We have seen different layers like crust, core, and mantle. The
Crust – even though very thin – as being the outer part of the lithosphere, is very
significant. In this article, we focus on how to learn fast the composition of the earth’s
crust – i.e, different elements, minerals, and rocks.

Elements in the Earth’s Crust



The earth is composed of various kinds of elements.



About 98% of the total crust is made up of eight elements as oxygen, silicon,
aluminium, iron, calcium, sodium, potassium, and magnesium.



The rest is constituted by elements like titanium, hydrogen, phosphorous,
manganese, sulphur, carbon, nickel and others.



The elements in the earth’s crust are rarely found exclusive but are usually
combined with other elements to make various substances.



These substances are recognised as minerals.



The table below shows the percentage wise share of each element in both the
earth’s crust and the whole earth.
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Minerals in the Earth’s Crust


A mineral is a naturally occurring organic or inorganic substance, having an
orderly atomic structure and a definite chemical composition and physical
properties.



A mineral is composed of two or more elements. But, sometimes single element
minerals like sulphur, copper, silver, gold, graphite, etc are also found.



The basic source of all minerals is the hot magma in the interior of the earth.



When magma cools, crystals of the minerals appear and a systematic series of
minerals are formed in sequence to solidify so as to form rocks.



The minerals which contain metals are called as metallic minerals (eg: Haematite)
and the metallic minerals which are profitably mined are called as the ores.



The crust of the earth is made up of more than 2000 minerals, but out of these,
only six are the most abundant and contribute the maximum.



These six most abundant minerals are feldspar, quartz, pyroxenes, amphiboles,
mica and olivine.

Characteristics of some of the major minerals
1. Feldspar:


Silicon and oxygen are major elements of all types of feldspar.



Sodium, potassium, calcium, aluminium, etc are found in specific feldspar
varieties.
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Half of the earth’s crust is composed of feldspar (plagioclase (39%) and alkali
feldspar (12%)).



It has light cream to salmon pink colour.



It is commonly used in ceramics and glass making.

2. Quartz:


It is one of the most important components of sand and granite.



It consists of silica and it is a hard mineral virtually insoluble in water.



It is usually white or colourless.



They are used in the manufacturing of radio, radar, etc.

3. Pyroxene:


The common elements in pyroxene are Calcium, aluminium, magnesium, iron and
silicon.



About 10% of the earth’s crust is made up of pyroxene.



It is commonly found in meteorites.



Its colour is usually green or black.

4. Amphibole:


Aluminium, calcium, silicon, iron and magnesium are the major elements of
amphiboles.



They form 7% of the earth’s crust.



It is green or black in colour and is used in asbestos industries commonly.



Hornblende is another form of amphiboles.

5. Mica:


It is made up of elements like potassium, aluminium, magnesium, iron, silicon,
etc.



It forms 4% of the earth’s crust.



It is commonly found in igneous and metamorphic rocks.



Mica is widely used in electronic instruments.

6. Olivine:


Magnesium, iron and silica are the major elements of olivine.



It is commonly found in basaltic rocks with a greenish colour.



Olivine is used commonly in jewellery.

Rocks in the earth’s Crust
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A rock is nothing but a composition of minerals.



They are aggregates or a physical mixture of one or more minerals.



Rocks may be hard or soft and in varied colours.



Feldspar and quartz are the most common minerals found in all type of rocks.



The science dealing with the study of rocks is called as Petrology.

Classification of Rocks



As we said above, rocks differ in their properties, the size of particles and mode of
formation.



On the basis of mode of formation, rocks may be classified into three:

1. Igneous Rocks
2. Sedimentary Rocks
3. Metamorphic Rocks
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Igneous Rocks


Igneous rocks are formed by the cooling of highly heated molten fluid material
called as Magma.



Asthenosphere, which is just below the upper mantle, a region beneath
Lithosphere is the main source of magma.



They might be formed directly by cooling of magma from the interior of the earth
itself or by cooling of lava from the surface of the earth.



As they comprise the earth’s first crust and all other rocks are derived from them,
they are also called as the parents of all rocks or the Primary Rocks.



They are the most abundant rocks in the earth’s crust.



On the basis of their mode of occurrence, igneous rocks can be classified as
Intrusive and Extrusive Igneous Rocks.

1. Intrusive Igneous Rocks


They are formed when magma solidifies below the earth’s surface.



The rate of cooling below the earth’s surface is very slow which gives rise to the
formation of large crystals in the rocks.



That is, the mineral grains of intrusive igneous rocks are very large.



Deep-seated intrusive igneous rocks are called as Plutonic rocks and shallow
depth intrusive igneous rocks are called as Hypabyssal Rocks.



Eg: Granite, dolerite, etc.
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2. Extrusive Igneous Rocks


They are formed by the cooling of the lava on the earth’s surface.



As lava cools very rapidly on the surface, the mineral crystals forming extrusive
igneous rocks are very fine.



These rocks are also called as Volcanic Rocks.



Eg: Gabbro, Basalt, etc.



On the basis of chemical properties, igneous rocks can be classified as Acid and
Basic Igneous rocks.



They are formed as a result of solidification of acidic (high viscous) or basic lava
(low viscous).



Acidic igneous rocks are composed of 65% or more of silica. They are coloured,
hard and very strong (Eg: Granite).
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Basic igneous rocks contain less than 55% of silica and have more iron and
magnesium. They are dark in colour, weak enough for weathering (Eg: Basalt,
Gabbro).

Sedimentary Rocks



These rocks are formed by successive deposition of sediments.



These sediments may be the debris eroded from any previous existing rock which
may be igneous, metamorphic or old sedimentary rocks.



The process of successive deposition and formation of sedimentary rocks is called
as Lithification.



Due to successive depositions, they have a layered or stratified structure and
hence are also called as Stratified Rocks.



Depending upon the mode of formation, sedimentary rocks can be classified as:

1. Mechanically formed/ Clastic Sedimentary Rocks


They are formed by the consolidation of sediments under excessive pressure and
cementation.



Eg: Conglomerate, Breccia, Sandstone, Shale, etc.

2. Organically/ Biologically formed Sedimentary Rocks
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The consolidation of organic matters derived from plants and animals form this
type of rocks.



Eg: Coal, limestone, chalk, chert, etc.

3. Chemically formed Sedimentary Rocks


They are formed by various chemical reactions.



Eg: Gypsum, rock salt, limestone, etc.

Metamorphic Rocks



The word metamorphic means ‘change of form’.



Hence, these rocks form under the action of temperature, pressure and volume
changes on original rocks.



Metamorphic rocks are formed under the influence of heat or pressure on original
rocks which cause to change their colour, hardness, structure and composition.



The process of recrystallization and reorganisation of materials within the original
rock is called as metamorphism.



When the metamorphism happens without any appreciable chemical change, it is
called as Dynamic Metamorphism.
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If metamorphism happened due to the influence of heat, it is called as Thermal
Metamorphism. It has two types: Contact Metamorphism and Regional
Metamorphism.



When the reorganisation occurs due to direct contact with the hot magma, it is
called as Contact Metamorphism.



If the rocks undergo reorganisation due to tremendous heat/ pressure formed as
a result of tectonic shearing, it is called as Regional Metamorphism.



Metamorphic Rocks can be classified into Foliated (Slate, Schist, Gneiss) and
Non-Foliated(Quartzite, Marble) Metamorphic Rocks on the basis of the
presence or absence of bands of mineral grains.

Rock Cycle


Rocks do not remain in their original form for a long time but may undergo
transformations.



The rock cycle is a continuous process through which old rocks are transformed
into new ones as shown in the diagram below.

Summary


“Crust” describes the outermost shell earth. Our planet’s thin, 40-kilometer deep
crust—just 1% of Earth’s mass—contains all known life in the universe.
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Oceanic crust is mostly composed of different types of basalts. Geologists often
refer to the rocks of the oceanic crust as “sima.” Sima stands for silicate and
magnesium, the most abundant minerals in oceanic crust.



Continental crust is mostly composed of different types of granites. Geologists
often refer to the rocks of the continental crust as “sial.” Sial stands for silicate
and aluminum, the most abundant minerals in the continental crust.



Sial can be much thicker than sima (as thick as 70 kilometers kilometers), but
also slightly less dense (about 2.7 grams per cubic centimeter).
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Interior of the Earth: Crust, Mantle and Core
In this article (geography section), we discuss the interior of the earth. Understanding
the basic structure of earth is very important to learn higher concepts well. Also, the
origin of many phenomena like earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunami etc are linked with
the structure of earth’s interior.

What should you understand about the interior of the earth?


It is not possible to know about the earth’s interior by direct observations because
of the huge size and the changing nature of its interior composition.



It is an almost impossible distance for the humans to reach till the centre of the
earth (The earth’s radius is 6,370 km).



Through mining and drilling operations we have been able to observe the earth’s
interior directly only up to a depth of few kilometers.



The rapid increase in temperature below the earth’s surface is mainly responsible
for setting a limit to direct observations inside the earth.



But still, through some direct and indirect sources, the scientists have a fair idea
about how the earth’s interior look like.

Sources of Information about the interior of the earth
Direct Sources:
1. Rocks from mining area
2. Volcanic eruptions

Indirect Sources
1. By analyzing the rate of change of temperature and pressure from the surface
towards the interior.
2. Meteors, as they belong to the same type of materials earth is made of.
3. Gravitation, which is greater near poles and less at the equator.
4. Gravity anomaly, which is the change in gravity value according to the mass of
material, gives us information about the materials in the earth’s interior.
5. Magnetic sources.
6. Seismic Waves: the shadow zones of body waves (Primary and secondary waves)
give us information about the state of materials in the interior.

Structure of the earth’s interior
Structure of earth’s interior is fundamentally divided into three layers – crust, mantle
and core.
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Crust


It is the outermost solid part of the earth, normally about 8-40 kms thick.



It is brittle in nature.



Nearly 1% of the earth’s volume and 0.5% of earth’s mass are made of the crust.



The thickness of the crust under the oceanic and continental areas are different.
Oceanic crust is thinner (about 5kms) as compared to the continental crust (about
30kms).



Major constituent elements of crust are Silica (Si) and Aluminium (Al) and thus, it
is often termed as SIAL (Sometimes SIAL is used to refer Lithosphere, which is the
region comprising the crust and uppermost solid mantle, also).



The mean density of the materials in the crust is 3g/cm3.
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The discontinuity between the hydrosphere and crust is termed as the Conrad
Discontinuity.

Mantle


The portion of the interior beyond the crust is called as the mantle.



The discontinuity between the crust and mantle is called as the Mohorovich
Discontinuity or Moho discontinuity.



The mantle is about 2900kms in thickness.



Nearly 84% of the earth’s volume and 67% of the earth’s mass is occupied by the
mantle.



The major constituent elements of the mantle are Silicon and Magnesium and
hence it is also termed as SIMA.



The density of the layer is higher than the crust and varies from 3.3 – 5.4g/cm3.



The uppermost solid part of the mantle and the entire crust constitute
the Lithosphere.



The asthenosphere (in between 80-200km) is a highly viscous, mechanically
weak and ductile, deforming region of the upper mantle which lies just below the
lithosphere.



The asthenosphere is the main source of magma and it is the layer over which the
lithospheric plates/ continental plates move (plate tectonics).
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The discontinuity between the upper mantle and the lower mantle is known
as Repetti Discontinuity.



The portion of the mantle which is just below the lithosphere and asthenosphere,
but above the core is called as Mesosphere.

Core


It is the innermost layer surrounding the earth’s centre.



The core is separated from the mantle by Guttenberg’s Discontinuity.



It is composed mainly of iron (Fe) and nickel (Ni) and hence it is also called
as NIFE.



The core constitutes nearly 15% of earth’s volume and 32.5% of earth’s mass.



The core is the densest layer of the earth with its density ranges between 9.514.5g/cm3.



The Core consists of two sub-layers: the inner core and the outer core.



The inner core is in solid state and the outer core is in the liquid state (or semiliquid).



The discontinuity between the upper core and the lower core is called
as Lehmann Discontinuity.



Barysphere is sometimes used to refer the core of the earth or sometimes the
whole interior.

Temperature, Pressure and Density of the Earth’s Interior
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Temperature


A rise in temperature with increase in depth is observed in mines and deep wells.



These evidence along with molten lava erupted from the earth’s interior supports
that the temperature increases towards the centre of the earth.



The different observations show that the rate of increase of temperature is not
uniform from the surface towards the earth’s centre. It is faster at some places
and slower at other places.



In the beginning, this rate of increase of temperature is at an average rate of 1 0C
for every 32m increase in depth.



While in the upper 100kms, the increase in temperature is at the rate of 120C per
km and in the next 300kms, it is 200C per km. But going further deep, this rate
reduces to mere 100C per km.



Thus, it is assumed that the rate of increase of temperature beneath the
surface is decreasingtowards the centre (do not confuse rate of increase of
temperature with increase of temperature. Temperature is always increasing
from the earth’s surface towards the centre).



The temperature at the centre is estimated to lie somewhere between 3000 0C and
50000C, may be that much higher due to the chemical reactions under highpressure conditions.



Even in such a high temperature also, the materials at the centre of the earth are
in solid state because of the heavy pressure of the overlying materials.

Pressure


Just like the temperature, the pressure is also increasing from the surface
towards the centreof the earth.



It is due to the huge weight of the overlying materials like rocks.



It is estimated that in the deeper portions, the pressure is tremendously high
which will be nearly 3 to 4 million times more than the pressure of the
atmosphere at sea level.



At high temperature, the materials beneath will melt towards the centre part of
the earth but due to heavy pressure, these molten materials acquire the
properties of a solid and are probably in a plastic state.

Density
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Due to increase in pressure and presence of heavier materials like Nickel and Iron
towards the centre, the density of earth’s layers also gets on increasing
towards the centre.



The average density of the layers gets on increasing from crust to core and it is
nearly 14.5g/cm3 at the very centre.
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Major Landforms – Mountains, Plateaus, and Plains: Learn
faster
Forces inside and outside the earth can change the shape of earth’s surface. We have
already seen the effects of geomorphic forces in our previous Geography notes.
Endogenic forces and exogenic forces can create a lot of landforms. A landform is a
natural feature of the solid surface of the Earth. Examples include Mountains,
Plateaus, and Plains.
In this post, ClearIAS brings you a brief overview of the major landforms of the earth,
in a reader-friendly format, which helps in faster-learning. You will also be able to
learn the economic significance of mountains, plateaus and plains. Aspirants who
prepare for UPSC exams can surely expect many questions from this topic.

Mountains


Nearly 27% of the world’s land surface is covered by mountains.



It is from the mountains that up to 80% of the planet’s fresh surface water come
from.



According to UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), about 12% of the
world’s population lives in the mountains, but over 50% are directly or indirectly
dependent on mountain resources.

Classification of mountains

The mountains, on the basis of their mode of formation, can be classified as:
1. Fold Mountains
2. Block Mountains
3. Volcanic Mountains/ Accumulated Mountains
4. Residual Mountains/ Relict Mountains

Fold Mountains


Mountain ranges mainly consisting of uplifted folded sedimentary rocks are called
Fold Mountains.



They are formed due to the force of compression arising from the endogenic or
internal forces.



Synclines (trough) and anticlines (crest) are part of Fold Mountains.
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The Himalayas in Asia, the Alps in Europe, the Rockies in North America, and the
Andes in South America are the most prominent fold mountains of the world.



Since these mountain ranges were formed during the most recent mountain
building period, they are also known as Young Fold Mountains.

Block Mountains


Block Mountains are also formed by the internal or endogenic earth movements
which cause the force of tension and faulting.



The down-lifting or uplifting of land in between two parallel faults results in the
formation of Block Mountains.



A block mountain is also called as Horst and the rift valley formed as a result of
faulting is called as Graben.



Examples: The Sierra Nevada in North America, Black Forest Mountains in
Germany etc are typical examples of Block Mountains.
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Volcanic Mountains or Accumulated Mountains



The mountains formed by the accumulation of volcanic materials are called as
Volcanic Mountains or Mountains of accumulation.



Examples: Mount Mauna Loa in Hawaii Island, Mount Popa in Myanmar, Fuji
Yama in Japan etc are some examples.

Residual Mountains or Relict Mountains



We have seen the effects of weathering (as part of exogenic processes).
Weathering acts upon the earth’s crust constantly.



To a large extent, the process of wearing down depends on the shape and
structure of the rocks upon which it acts.
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So, in some cases, some portions of an elevated area escape from the process of
weathering due to the hardness of the materials it is made of.



These portions remain unweathered while its surrounding area gets eroded
constantly. This results in the formation of Residual or Relict Mountains.



Examples: Hills like Nilgiri, Palkonda, Parasnath and Rajmahal and Mountains
like the Aravalli, the Vindhya, and the Satpura are some of the examples of Relict
Mountains in India.

Economic Significance of Mountains


Storehouse of resources: Mountains are the storehouse of natural resources.
Large resources of minerals like petroleum, coal, limestone are found in
mountains. The mountains are the main source of timber, lac, medical herbs, etc.



Generation of hydro-electricity: Hydro-electricity is mainly generated from the
waters of perennial rivers in the mountains.



Abundant source of water: Perennial rivers arising in the snow fed or heavily
rain-fed mountains are one of the important sources of water. They help in
promoting the irrigation and provide water for many other purposes.



Formation of fertile plains: The rivers that originate from the high mountain
ranges bring silt along with water to the lower valleys. This helps in the formation
of fertile plains and further the expansion of agriculture and related activities.



Natural political frontiers: The mountains can also act as natural boundaries
between two countries. They have a prominent role in protecting the country from
external threats.



Effects on climate: They serve as a climatic divide between two adjoining regions.
The mountains cause orogenic rainfalls, diversion, and blocking of cold winds, etc.



Tourist centers: The pleasant climate and beautiful sceneries of the mountains
have led to their development as centers of tourist attraction.

Plateaus


A plateau is an elevated area with a more or less leveled land on its top. It has a
large area on its top and a steep slope on its sides.



They are also called as high plains or table lands.



The plateaus cover about 18% of the earth’s land surface.

Classification of plateaus

On the basis of their geographical location and structure of rocks, the plateaus can be
classified as:
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1. Intermontane Plateaus
2. Piedmont plateaus
3. Continental plateaus
4. Volcanic plateaus
5. Dissected plateaus

Intermontane Plateaus



The plateaus which are bordering the mountain ranges (generally fold mountains)
or are partly or fully enclosed within them are the intermontane plateaus.



The word ‘intermontane’ means ‘between mountains’.



Intermontane plateaus are the highest in the world.



They have nearly horizontal rock layers which are raised to very heights by
vertical movements of the earth.



Examples: The Plateau of Tibet is an example of the intermontane plateau which
is surrounded by the fold mountains like the Himalayas, the Karakoram, the
Kunlun and the Tien Shah.
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Piedmont Plateaus



Plateaus which is situated at the foot of a mountain and is locked on the other
side by a plain or a sea/ ocean is called as a piedmont plateau.



The word ‘piedmont’ means ‘foot of a mountain’.



They are also called as Plateaus of denudation as the areas once were high to the
level of mountains, have now been reduced to the foot level of the mountain by
various agents of erosion.



Examples: The Malwa Plateau is an example of piedmont plateau.

Continental Plateaus



They are formed either by an extensive continental upliftment or by the spread of
horizontal basic lava (less viscous) sheets completely covering the original
topography.



This kind of plateaus shows an abrupt elevation in contrast to the nearby lowland
or sea (i.e. more steepness on sides).
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The Continental Plateaus are also known as Plateaus of Accumulation.



Examples: Plateau of Maharashtra is an example of continental plateau.

Volcanic Plateaus


A volcanic plateau is a plateau produced by volcanic activity. There are two main
types: lava plateaus and pyroclastic plateaus.



Lava plateaus are formed by highly fluid basaltic lava during numerous
successive eruptions through numerous vents without violent explosions.



Pyroclastic volcanic plateaus are produced by massive pyroclastic flows and
they are underlain by pyroclastic rocks.

Dissected Plateaus


A dissected plateau is a plateau area that has been severely eroded so that the
relief is sharp. Such an area may appear as mountainous.



Dissected plateaus are distinguishable from orogenic mountain belts by the lack
of folding, metamorphism, extensive faulting, or magmatic activity that
accompanies orogeny (mountain building).
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Economic significance of Plateaus


Storehouse of minerals: Most of the minerals in the world are found in plateaus.
The extraction of minerals in plateaus is relatively easier on plateaus than
mountains. The major portions of industrial raw materials are obtained from
plateaus. We get gold from the plateau of Western Australia; copper, diamond and
gold from the plateaus of Africa; and coal, iron, manganese and mica from the
Chottanagpur Plateau in India.



Generation of hydel-power: The edges of plateaus form waterfalls which provide
ideal sites for generating hydel power.



Cool climate: The higher parts of the plateaus even in tropical and sub-tropical
regions have a cool climate.



Animal rearing and agriculture: plateaus have large grassland areas suitable for
animal rearing especially sheep, goat, and cattle. The lava plateaus
when compared to other plateaus are richer in minerals and hence used for
agriculture as the soil is very fertile.

Plains


Plains are the most important landforms found on the earth surface.



A plain is nothing but a low-lying relatively flat land surface with very gentle slope
and minimum local relief.



About 55% of the earth’s land surface is occupied by plains.



Most of the plain have been formed by deposition of sediments brought down by
rivers.
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Beside rivers, some plains have also been formed by the action of the wind,
moving ice and tectonic activities (Refer exogenic processes).

Classification of plains

On the basis of their mode of formation, plains can be classified as:
1. Structural plain
2. Erosional plains
3. Depositional plains

Structural Plains



These plains are mainly formed by the upliftment of a part of the sea floor or
continental shelf.



They are located on the borders of almost all the major continents.



The structural plains may also be formed by the subsidence of areas.
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Erosional Plains (Peneplains)



Erosional plains are formed by the continuous and long time erosion of uplands.



The surface of such plains is hardly smooth and hence, they are also called
as Peneplains, which means almost plain.

Depositional Plains



These plains are formed by the depositional activity of various geomorphic agents.



When plains are formed by the river deposits, they are called as riverine or
alluvial plains.
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The depositions of sediments in a lake give rise to a Lacustrine Plain or Lake
Plains. The Valley of Kashmir is an example of lacustrine plain.



When plains are formed by glacial deposits, they are called as Glacial or Drift
Plains.



When the wind is the major agent of deposition, those plains are called as Loess
Plains.

Economic significance of Plains


Fertile soil: The plains generally have deep and fertile soil. As they have a flat
surface, the means of irrigation can be easily developed. That is why plains are
called as the ‘Food baskets of the world’.



The growth of industries: The rich agricultural resources, especially of alluvial
plains, have helped in the growth of agro-based industries. Since the plains are
thickly populated, plenty of labour is available for the intense cultivation and for
supplying the workforce for the industries.



Expansion of means of transportation: The flat surface of plains favours the
building of roads, airports and laying down railway lines.



Centers of civilizations: Plains are centers of many civilizations.



Setting up of cities and towns: Easy means of transportation on land and the
growth of agriculture and industries in plains have resulted in the setting up and
expansion of cities and towns. The most developed trade centers and ports of the
world are found in the plains only and as much as 80% of the world’s population
lives here.

Summary
Mountains, Plateaus and Plains are some of the important landforms on earth. Each
of these are classified into different subtypes are economically significant. PS: You can
let our team know about any feedback or suggestions about these free study
materials in the comment section below. Happy learning!
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Geographical Indication (GI) Tags in India: Memorize
Faster
Have you heard of Aranmula Kannadi which is a unique handicraft from Kerala? You
might have heard of Kanchipuram Sarees of Tamil Nadu and Madhubani Paintings of
Bihar. All these are unique products from a particular location. Such products now
bear an additional tag – Geographical Indication.

What is a Geographical Indication?
A geographical indication (GI) is a sign used on products that have a specific
geographical origin and possess qualities or a reputation that are due to that origin. In
order to function as a GI, a sign must identify a product as originating in a given
place.
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For example, Blue pottery of Jaipur.

Significance of GI tag
You might have heard of intellectual properties rights like Copyright, Patent,
Trademark etc. Geographical Indication Tag provides similar rights and protection to
holders.
A geographical indication right enables those who have the right to use the indication
to prevent its use by a third party whose product does not conform to the applicable
standards. For example, in the jurisdictions in which the Darjeeling geographical
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indication is protected, producers of Darjeeling tea can exclude the use of the term
“Darjeeling” for tea not grown in their tea gardens or not produced according to the
standards set out in the code of practice for the geographical indication.

Significance of Geographical Indications for Competitive Exams
Geographical Indication is one of the hot question topics for almost all competitive
exams including UPSC Civil Services Prelims. Knowledge of students on Indian
culture and diversity is tested by different question formats connected to GI tags –
including ‘Match the following’ questions. As we have prepared this compilation statewise, we hope it would be very easy for students to connect different GI to
corresponding states.

GI tags – a requirement of TRIPS agreement
India, as a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO), enacted the



Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & Protection)Act, 1999 has come
into force with effect from 15th September 2003.
Darjeeling Tea was the first Indian product to get the geographical indication tag.



In 2004, the famous beverage got the recognition.
India has 236 GI products registered so far and over 270 more products have



applied for the label.

Geographical Indication (GI) Tags in India: State-wise Compilation
This post is a compilation of Geographical Indication Tags (GI Tags) in India, arranged
state-wise. The state-wise compilation will help students to memorize the cultural
identities of a place faster.

State-wise compilation of Geographical Indications
Andhra Pradesh
Sl.No.

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Srikalahasthi Kalamkari

Handicraft

2.

Kondapalli Bommalu

Handicraft

3.

Machilipatnam Kalamkari

Handicraft

4.

Budiiti Bell & Brass Craft

Handicraft
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5.

Andhra Pradesh Leather Puppetry

Handicraft

6.

Uppada Jamdani Sarees

Handicraft

7.

Tirupati Laddu[a]

Foodstuff

8.

Guntur Sannam Chilli

Agricultural

9.

Venkatagiri Sarees

Handicraft

10.

Bobbili Veena

Handicraft

11.

Mangalagiri Sarees and Fabrics

Handicraft

12.

Dharmavaram Handloom Pattu Sarees and
Paavadas

Textile

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Assam (Orthodox) Logo

Agricultural

2.

Muga Silk of Assam (Logo)

Handicraft

3.

Muga Silk

Handicraft

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Madhubani paintings Handicraft

Handicraft

2.

Applique – Khatwa Patch Work of Bihar

Handicraft

3.

Sujini Embroidery Work of Bihar Handicraft

Handicraft

4.

Bhagalpur Silk Handicraft

Handicraft

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Bastar Dhokra

Handicraft

2.

Bastar Wooden Craft

Handicraft

3.

Bastar Iron Craft

Handicraft

4.

Bastar Dhokra (Logo)

Handicraft

5.

Champa Silk Saree and Fabrics

Handicraft

Asom
Sl.No

Bihar
Sl.No.

Chhattisgarh
Sl.No.

Goa
Sl.No

Geographical Indication

Type
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Fenni

Manufactured

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Tangaliya Shawl

Handicraft

2.

Surat Zari Craft

Handicraft

3.

Gir Kesar Mango

Agricultural

4.

Bhalia Wheat

Agricultural

5.

Kachchh Shawls

Handicraft

6.

Patan Patola

Handicraft

7.

Sankheda Furniture

Handicraft

8.

Kutch Embroidery

Handicraft

Sl.No

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Phulkari*

Handicraft

Geographical Indication

Type

Kullu ShawL (Logo)

Textile

2.

Kangra Tea

Agricultural

3.

Chamba Rumal

Handicraft

4.

Kinnauri Shawl

Handicraft

Sl.No

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Kashmir Papier Mache

Handicraft

2.

Kashmir Walnut Wood Carving

Handicraft

3.

Khatamband

Handicraft

4.

Kani Shawls

Handicraft

Gujarat
Sl.No

Haryana

*Also in Punjab and Rajasthan

Himachal Pradesh
Sl.No
1.

J&K
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Kashmir Pashmina

Handicraft

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Byadgi chilli

Agriculture

2.

Kinnal Toys

Handicraft

3.

Mysore Agarbathi

Manufactured

4.

Bangalore Blue Grapes

Agriculture

5.

Mysore Pak

Sweets

6.

Bangalore Rose Onion

Agriculture

7.

Coorg orange

Agriculture

8.

Mysore silk

Handicraft

9.

Bidriware

Handicraft

10.

Channapatna Toys & Dolls

Handicraft

11.

Mysore Rosewood Inlay

Handicraft

12.

Mysore Sandalwood Oil

Manufactured

13.

Mysore Sandal Soap

Manufactured

14.

Kasuti Embroidery

Handicraft

15.

Mysore Traditional Paintings

Handicraft

16.

Mysore betel leaf

Agricultural

17.

Nanjanagud Banana

Agricultural

18.

Mysore Jasmine

Agricultural

19.

Udupi Jasmine

Agricultural

20.

Hadagali Jasmine

Agricultural

21.

Ilkal saree

Handicraft

22.

Navalgund Durries

Handicraft

23.

Karnataka Bronze Ware

Handicraft

24.

Molakalmuru Sarees

Handicraft

25.

Monsooned Malabar Arabica Coffee

Agricultural

26.

Monsooned Malabar Robusta Coffee

Agricultural

Karnataka
Sl.No
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27.

Coorg Green Cardamom

Agricultural

28.

Dharwad Pedha

Foodstuff

Sl.No

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Aranmula Kannadi

Handicraft

2.

Alleppey Coir

Handicraft

3.

Balaramapuram Sarees and Fine Cotton Fabrics

Handicraft

4.

Brass broidered coconut shell craft of Kerala

Handicraft

5.

Cannanore Home Furnishings

Handicraft

6.

Central Travancore Jaggery

Agricultural

7.

Chendamangalam Dhoties & Set Mundu

Handicraft

8.

Chengalikodan Banana

Agriculture

9.

Kasaragod Sarees

Handicraft

10.

Kuthampally dhoties and set mundu

Clothing

11.

Maddalam of Palakkad

Handicraft

12.

Payyannur Pavithra Ring

Handicraft

13.

Pokkali Rice

Agriculture

14.

Screw Pine Craft of Kerala

Handicraft

15.

Vazhakulam Pineapple

Agriculture

16.

Wayanad Gandhakasala Rice

Agriculture

17.

Wayanad Jeerakasala Rice

Agriculture

18.

Navara rice Agricultural

Agriculture

19.

Palakkadan Matta Rice

Agriculture

20.

Spices Alleppey Green Cardamom

Agriculture

Sl.No

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Chanderi Fabric

Handicraft

2.

Leather Toys of Indore

Handicraft

3.

Bagh Prints of Madhya Pradesh

Handicraft

Kerala

Madhya Pradesh
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4.

Bell Metal Ware of Datia and Tikamgarh (Logo)

Handicraft

5.

Bell Metal Ware of Datia and Tikamgarh

Handicraft

6.

Maheshwar Sarees & Fabrics

Handicraft

Sl.No

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Solapuri Chaddar

Handicraft

2.

Solapur Terry Towel

Handicraft

3.

Nagpur Orange

Agricultural

4.

Puneri Pagadi

Handicraft

5.

Nashik valley wine

Manufactured

6.

Paithani Sarees and Fabrics

Handicraft

7.

Mahabaleshwar Strawberry

Agricultural

8.

Nashik Grapes

Agricultural

9.

Nashik Grapes

Agricultural

10.

Kolhapur Jaggery

Agriculture

Sl.No

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Shaphee Lanphee

Textile

2.

Wangkhei Phee

Textile

3.

Moirang Phee

Textile

Sl.No

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Naga Mircha

Agricultural

Sl.No

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Kotpad Handloom fabric

Handicraft

2.

Orissa Ikat

Handicraft

Maharashtra

Manipur

Nagaland

Odisha
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3.

Konark Stone Carving

Handicraft

4.

Pattachitra

Handicraft

5.

Pipili Applique Work

Handicraft

6.

Khandua Saree and Fabrics

Handicraft

7.

Gopalpur Tussar Fabrics

Handicraft

8.

Ganjam Kewda Rooh

Agricultural

9.

Ganjam Kewda Flower

Agricultural

10.

Dhalapathar Parda & Fabrics

Handicraft

11.

Sambalpuri Bandha Saree & Fabrics

Handicraft

12.

Bomkai Saree & Fabrics

Handicraft

13.

Habaspuri Saree & Fabrics

Handicraft

14.

Berhampur Patta (Phoda Kumbha) Saree& Joda

Handicraft

15.

Odisha Pattachitra (Logo)

Textile

Geographical Indication

Type

Phulkari*

Handicraft

Punjab
Sl.No

*Also in Haryana and Rajasthan

Rajasthan
Sl.No

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Kota Doria

Handicraft

2.

Blue Pottery of Jaipur

Handicraft

3.

Molela Clay Work

Handicraft

4.

Kathputlis of Rajasthan

Handicraft

5.

Sanganeri Hand Block Printing

Handicraft

6.

Bikaneri Bhujia

Agricultural

7.

Kota Doria (Logo)

Handicraft

8.

Phulkari*

Handicraft

9.

Bagru Hand Block Print

Handicraft

10.

Thewa Art Work

Handicraft
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Natural Goods

*Also in Haryana and punjab

Tamil Nadu
Sl.No

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Salem Fabric

Handicraft

2.

Kancheepuram Silk

Handicraft

3.

Bhavani Jamakkalam

Handicraft

4.

Madurai Sungudi

Handicraft

5.

Coimbatore Wet Grinder

Manufactured

6.

Thanjavur Paintings

Handicraft

7.

Temple Jewellery of Nagercoil

Handicraft

8.

Thanjavur Art Plate

Handicraft

9.

E. I. Leather

Manufactured

10.

Salem silk

Handicraft

11.

Kovai Cora Cotton

Handicraft

12.

Arani Silk Handicraft

Handicraft

13.

Swamimalai Bronze Icons

Agricultural

14.

Eathomozhy Tall Coconut

Agricultural

15.

Thanjavur Doll Handicraft

Handicraft

16.

Nilgiri(Orthodox) Logo

Agricultural

17.

Virupakshi Hill Banana

Agricultural

18.

Sirumalai Hill Banana

Agricultural

19.

Madurai Malli

Agricultural

20.

Pattamadai Pai (‘Pattamadai Mat’)

Handicraft

21.

Nachiarkoil Kuthuvilakku (‘Nachiarkoil Lamp’)

Handicraft

22.

Chettinad Kottan

Handicraft

23.

Toda Embroidery t

Handicraft

24.

Thanjavur Veenai

Handicraft

Telangana
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Sl.No

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Pochampally Ikat

Handicraft

2.

Silver Filigree of Karimnagar

Handicraft

3.

Nirmal toys and craft

Handicraft

4.

Nirmal furniture

Handicraft

5.

Nirmal paintings

Handicraft

6.

Gadwal Sarees

Handicraft

7.

Hyderabadi Haleem

Foodstuff

8.

Cheriyal Paintings

Handicraft

9.

Pembarthi Metal Craft

Handicraft

10.

Siddipet Gollabhama

Handicraft

11.

Narayanpet Handloom Sarees

Handicraft

Sl.No

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Allahabad Surkha

Agricultural

2.

Lucknow Chikan Craft

Handicraft

3.

Mango Malihabadi Dusseheri

Agricultural

4.

Banaras Brocades and Sarees

Handicraft

5.

Banaras Brocades and Sarees (Logo)

Handicraft

6.

Hand made Carpet of Bhadohi

Handmade Carpets

7.

Agra Durrie

Handicraft

8.

Farrukhabad Prints

Handicraft

9.

Lucknow Zardozi

Handicraft

10.

Kalanamak Rice

Agricultural

11.

Firozabad Glass

Handicraft

12.

Kannauj Perfume

Manufactured

13.

Kanpur Saddlery

Manufactured

14.

Moradabad Metal Craft

Handicraft

15.

Saharanpur Wood Craft

Handicraft

Uttar Pradesh
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16.

Handmade Carpets of Mirzapur

Handmade Carpets

17.

Handmade Carpets of Banaras

Handmade Carpets

18.

Agra Petha

Sweets

19.

Mathura Peda

Sweets

20.

Nizamabad black clay pottery

Handicraft

21.

Varanasi Wooden Lacquerware &Toys

Handicraft

Sl.No

Geographical Indication

Type

1.

Darjeeling Tea (word & logo)

Agricultural

2.

Nakshi Kantha

Handicraft

3.

Laxman Bhog Mango

Agricultural

4.

Himsagar(Khirsapati Mango)

Agricultural

5.

Fazli Mango

Agricultural

6.

Santipore Saree

Handicraft

7.

Baluchari Saree

Handicraft

8.

Dhaniakhali Saree

Handicraft

West Bengal

Summary: GI Tags


Geographical Indications of Goods are defined as that aspect of industrial
property which refer to the geographical indication referring to a country or to a
place situated therein as being the country or place of origin of that product.



Typically, such a name conveys an assurance of quality and distinctiveness which
is essentially attributable to the fact of its origin in that defined geographical
locality, region or country.



Under Articles 1 (2) and 10 of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial
Property, geographical indications are covered as an element of IPRs.



They are also covered under Articles 22 to 24 of the Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement, which was part of the Agreements
concluding the Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations.



Proponents of GIs regard them as strong tools for protecting their national
property rights. Opponents, however, consider GIs as barriers to trade.
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Erosion and Deposition: Action of Wind and Waves
In the previous articles, we have been discussing various exogenic geomorphic agents
like water (running water and groundwater) and glaciers. We have seen the evolution
of landforms due to these agents. In this post, we discuss in detail how the wind and
the waves cause the evolution of various landforms on the earth surface.

Action of Winds:


The wind is the main geomorphic agent in the hot deserts.



Winds in hot deserts have greater speed which causes erosional and depositional
activities in the desert.



The landforms which are created by erosional and depositional activities of wind
are called as Aeolian Landforms.



This process is not unique to the Earth, and it has been observed and studied on
other planets, including Mars.



An erg (also known as sand sea / dune sea / sand sheet if it lacks dunes) is a
broad, flat area of desert covered with wind-swept sand with little or no vegetative
cover. It is defined as a desert area that contains more than 125 square
kilometres of aeolian or wind-blown sand and where sand covers more than 20%
of the surface. Smaller areas are known as “dune fields”. The largest hot desert in
the world, the Sahara, contains several ergs.

Erosional Landforms due to Wind
1. Pediplains


When the high relief structures in deserts are reduced to low featureless plains by
the activities of wind, they are called as Pediplains.

2. Deflation Hollows


Deflation is the removal of loose particles from the ground by the action of wind.



When deflation causes a shallow depression by persistent movements of wind,
they are called as deflation hollows.

3. Mushroom Tables


Ventifacts are rocks that have been abraded, pitted, etched, grooved, or polished
by wind-driven sand or ice crystals.
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These geomorphic features are most typically found in arid environments where
there is little vegetation to interfere with aeolian particle transport, where there
are frequently strong winds, and where there is a steady but not overwhelming
supply of sand.



Mushroom Tables / Mushroom rocks are Ventifacts in the shape of a
mushroom.



In deserts, a greater amount of sand and rock particles are transported close to
the ground by the winds which cause more bottom erosion in overlying rocks than
the top.



This result in the formation of rock pillars shaped like a mushroom with narrow
pillars with broad top surfaces.

Depositional Landforms of Wind
1. Sand dunes


Dry hot deserts are good places for sand dune formation.



According to the shape of a sand dune, there are varieties of sand dune forms like
Barchans, Seifs etc.



The crescent-shaped dunes are called as Barchans and they are the most
common one.



Seif is similar to Barchans but has only one wing or point.
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2. Loess


In several large areas of the world, the surface is covered by deposits of windtransported silt that has settled out from dust storms over many thousands of
years. These depositions are called as Loess.

Action of Waves:


Coastal processes are the most dynamic and hence most destructive.



Some of the changes along the coast take place very fast. Storm waves and
tsunami waves can cause far-reaching changes in short period of time than
normal breaking waves.



The coastal landforms in the world can be classified into two categories:

1. High Rocky Coast/ Submerged Coast/ Retreating Coast
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In these type of coasts, the sea will be very close to the land without any coast or
sometimes a narrow coast.



The shores of these high rocky coasts do not show any depositional landforms.



Erosional feature dominates here.



Wave-cut platforms, cliffs, sea caves etc are common here.



Most of the west coasts of the Indian Peninsula belong to this category.

2. Low Sedimentary Coast/ Emerging Coast/ Advancing Coast



The rivers in these coasts extend the length of the coast by building coastal plains
and deltas.



Thus, depositional features are dominant here.



Bars, Barriers, spits, lagoons etc are common on these coasts.



Most of the east coasts of the India Peninsula are of this category.

Erosional Landforms due to Waves
1. Cliffs, Terraces, Caves, Stacks and Stumps


Cliffs are common on the high rocky coasts.



At the foot of such cliffs, there may be flat or gently sloping platform covered by
rock debris derived from the sea cliff behind.



Such platforms occurring at an elevation above the average height of waves is
called as a wave-cut terrace.
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When the upper part of a coastal rock is hard and the lower part is soft, the
erosion will not be uniform. The lower part erodes easily which results in the
formation of a hollow part.



This hollow part, by frequent wave action, gradually develops into a sea-cave.



Sea arches are also formed in the same manner.



Sea stacks are nothing but the isolated standing rocks in the sea which were
once a part of the cliff.



These stacks look will like small islands in the sea.



Small underwater stacks are known as stumps.

Depositional Landforms due to Waves
1. Beaches and dunes


Beaches are characteristics of shorelines that are dominated by deposition.



Beaches are temporary features which are made up of sand-sized materials.



Beaches which contain excessively small pebbles and even cobbles are called
as Shingle Beaches.



Sand dunes are formed just behind the beaches as long ridges parallel to the
coastline.

2. Bars, spits, and Lagoons


Bars are deposits of sand and gravel laid down by waves and currents which
separate the shoreline from the sea.



They act as a barrier between the mainland and the sea.
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When one end of such bar is attached to the coast and other extends into the sea,
it is called as a spit.



Tombolo is a deposition landform in which an island is attached to the mainland
by a narrow piece of land such as a spit or bar.



Sometimes due to deposition of waves and currents, both ends of the bar join to
enclose a part of sea water between the coast and the bar. This enclosed part of
the sea forms a lake of saline water called as Lagoon.



A lagoon is generally connected with the sea through a narrow passage.



Chilika and Pulicat lakes are examples of Lagoon Lake.
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Erosion and Deposition: Action of Glaciers
In the previous article, we were discussing the evolution of landforms due to the
activities of running water and groundwater. This article deals with the evolution of
landforms due to another exogenic geomorphic agent – glaciers.

What is a Glacier?


Glaciers are a mass of ice moving under its own weight. They are commonly
found in the snow-fields.



We know that the landmass on the earth is not entirely the same as we see
around. Some areas are covered by thick green forests, some with dry hot deserts,
some with permanent ice covers etc. Among these varied landmasses, the
permanently ice-covered regions on the earth surface are called as snow-fields.
The lowest limit of permanent snow or snow-field is called as the snowline.



A Glacier forms in areas where the accumulation of snow exceeds its ablation
(melting and sublimation) over many years, often centuries.



They form features like crevasses, seracs etc. A crevasse is a deep crack, or
fracture, found in an ice sheet or glacier, as opposed to a crevice that forms in
rock. A serac is a block or column of glacial ice, often formed by intersecting
crevasses on a glacier.



Ogives are alternating wave crests and valleys (troughs) that appear as dark and
light bands of ice on glacier surfaces. They are linked to seasonal motion of
glaciers; the width of one dark and one light band generally equals the annual
movement of the glacier.



Glaciers cover about 10 percent of Earth’s land surface and they are the largest
freshwater reservoirs on earth.

On the basis of the location of the glacier, they can be classified as:
1. Continental Glacier/Piedmont Glacier: they move outward in all directions
2. Valley/Mountain Glaciers: Move from higher elevation to lower

Erosional landforms due to Glaciers
1. Cirque or Corris


They are deep, long and wide troughs or basins with very steep concave to
vertically dropping high walls at its head as well as sides.
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They are simply a bowl-shaped depression formed due to the erosional activity of
glaciers.



When these depressions are filled with water, they are called as Cirque lake or
Corrie Lake or Tarn Lakes.

2. Hanging Valleys or U-shaped Valleys, Fjords/fiords


The Glacier doesn’t create a new valley like a river does but deepens and widens a
pre-existing valley by smoothening away the irregularities.



These valleys, which are formed by the glacial erosions assume the shape of letter
‘U’ and hence are called as U-shaped Valleys or Hanging Valleys.



A fjord is a very deep glacial trough filled with sea water and making up
shorelines.



A fjord is formed when a glacier cuts a U-shaped valley by ice segregation and
abrasion of the surrounding bedrock and this valley gradually gets filled with the
seawater (formed in mountains nearby sea).
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3. Horns and Aretes


Horns are sharp pointed and steep-sided peaks.



They are formed by headward erosion of cirque wall.



When the divide between two cirque walls gets narrow because of progressive
erosions, it results in the formation of a saw-toothed ridge called Arete.

Depositional Landforms due to Glaciers
Glacial deposits are of two types:


(i) Glacial Till – unassorted coarse and fine debris;



(ii) Outwash – assorted roughly stratified deposits.

1. Moraines


Moraines are long ridges of deposits of glacial till.



When these deposits are at the end of a glacier, they are called as Terminal
moraines and when they are deposited on both sides, they are called as Lateral
moraines.



When lateral moraines of two glaciers join together, they form Medial moraines.



When the lateral moraines of both sides of a glacier join together, it forms a horseshoe shape.



Ground moraines are deposits left behind in areas once covered by glaciers.
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2. Eskers


When glaciers melt in summer, the water which formed as a result of melting
accumulates beneath the glacier and flows like streams in channels beneath that
ice.



Very coarse material like boulders, blocks and some minor fractions of rock debris
are carried away by these streams.



They later get deposited in the valleys itself and once the ice melts completely,
they are visible to the surface as sinuous ridges.



These ridges are called as Eskers.

3. Drumlins


They are smooth oval-shaped ridge-like structures composed mainly of glacial till.



It shapes like an inverted spoon with the highest part is called as Stoss End and
the lowest narrow part is called as Tail End.
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They are formed as a result of glacial movement over some minor obstruction like
small surface rocks.



The glacial till gets deposited in those obstructions and the movement of glacier
shapes these deposits like an inverted spoon.
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Erosion and Deposition: Action of Running Water and
Groundwater
In the previous articles, we were discussing various types of endogenic and exogenic
processes. We have also seen that erosion and deposition are some of the exogenic
processes. In this post, we are dealing with the geomorphic agents – running
water and groundwater, which causes erosion and deposition. They form various
erosional (destructional) and depositional (constructional) landforms.
Even though we are considering the erosional and depositional activities and their
landform creation, it should be kept in mind that they are always aided by weathering
and mass movements. There are some other independent controls like (i) stability of
sea level; (ii) tectonic stability of landmass; (iii) climate etc. which influence the
evolution of these landforms.

What does Running Water do?


Running water, which doesn’t need any further explanation, has two components:
one is overland flow on the general land surface as a sheet and the other is linear
flow as streams and rivers in valleys.



The overland flow causes sheet erosion and depending upon the irregularities of
the land surface, the overland flow may concentrate into narrow to wide paths.



During the sheet erosion, minor or major quantities of materials from the surface
of the land are removed in the direction of flow and gradual small and
narrow rills will form.



These rills will gradually develop into long and wide gullies, the gullies will further
deepen, widen and lengthen and unite to give rise to a network of valleys. (Note: A
valley can be formed in various ways like faulting, but here we are dealing only
with the formation by means of exogenic geomorphic agent).



Once a valley is formed, it later develops into a stream or river.
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RILLS

Courses of a river
A river, which is the best example of the linear flow of running water through a valley,
can be divided into three, on the basis of its course – upper course, middle course and
lower course.

Upper Course / Stage of Youth (Erosion dominates):


It starts from the source of the river in hilly or mountainous areas.



The river flows down the steep slope and, as a result, its velocity and eroding
power are at their maximum.



Streams are few, with poor integration.



As the river flows down with high velocity, vertical erosion or downward cutting
will be high which results in the formation of V-Shaped Valleys.



Waterfalls, rapids, and gorges exist where the local hard rock bodies are exposed.

Middle Course/ Stage of Maturity (Transportation dominates):


In this stage, vertical erosion slowly starts to replace with lateral erosion or
erosion from both sides of the channel.
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Thus, the river channel causes the gradual disappearance of its V-shaped valley
(not completely).



Streams are plenty at this stage with good integration.



Wider flood plains start to visible in this course and the volume of water increases
with the confluence of many tributaries.



The work of river predominantly becomes transportation of the eroded materials
from the upper course (little deposition too).



Landforms like alluvial fans, piedmont alluvial plains, meanders etc. can be seen
at this stage.

Lower Course/ Stage of Old (Deposition dominates):


The river starts to flow through a broad, level plain with heavy debris brought
down from upper and middle courses.



Vertical erosion has almost stopped and lateral erosion still goes on.



The work of the river is mainly deposition, building up its bed and forming an
extensive flood plain.



Landforms like braided channels, floodplains, levees, meanders, oxbow lakes,
deltas etc. can be seen at this stage.

Running water: erosion, transportation, and deposition


Erosion occurs when overland flow moves soil particles downslope.



The rock materials carried by erosion is the load of the river.
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This load acts as a grinding tool helping in cutting the bottom and sides of the
river bed, resulting in deepening and widening of the river channel.

Erosion Types
The work of river erosion is accomplished in different ways, all of which may
operate together. They are corrasion, corrosion, hydraulic action etc.
1. Corrasion or Abration: As the rock particles bounce, scrape and drag along the
bottom and sides of the river, they break off additional rock fragments. This form
of erosion is called corrasion or abration. They are two types: vertical corrosion
which acts downward and lateral corrosion which acts on both sides.
2. Corrosion or Solution: This is the chemical or solvent action of water on soluble
or partly soluble rocks with which the river water comes in contact.
3. Hydraulic Action: This is the mechanical loosening and sweeping away of
material by the sheer force or river water itself. No load or material is involved in
this process.

Transportation types
After erosion, the eroded materials get transported with the running water.
This transportation of eroded materials is carried in four ways:
1. Traction: The heavier and larger rock fragments like gravels, pebbles etc are
forced by the flow of the river to roll along its bed. These fragments can be seen
rolling, slipping, bumping and being dragged. This process is called as traction
and the load transported in this way are called traction load.
2. Saltation: Some of the fragments of the rocks move along the bed of a stream by
jumping or bouncing continuously. This process is called as saltation.
3. Suspension: The holding up of small particles of sand, silt and mud by the water
as the stream flows is called suspension.
4. Solution: Some parts of the rock fragments dissolved in the river water and
transported. This type of transportation is called solution transportation.
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When the stream comes down from the hills to plain areas with the eroded and
transported materials, the absence of slope/gradient causes the river to lose it
energy to further carry those transported materials.



As a result, the load of the river starts to settle down which is termed as
deposition.



Erosion, transportation, and deposition continue until the slopes are almost
completely flattened leaving finally a lowland of faint relief called peneplains with
some low resistant remnants called monadnocks.

Erosional Landforms due to Running Water
1. Valleys, Gorges, Canyon


As we discussed above, valleys are formed as a result of running water.



The rills which are formed by the overland flow of water later develop into gullies.



These gullies gradually deepen and widen to form valleys.



A gorge is a deep valley with very steep to straight sides.



A canyon is characterized by steep step-like side slopes and may be as deep as a
gorge.



A gorge is almost equal in width at its top as well as bottom and is formed in hard
rocks while a canyon is wider at its top than at its bottom and is formed in
horizontal bedded sedimentary rocks.

2. Potholes,
Plunge pools


Potholes are more or less circular depressions over the rocky beds of hills
streams.
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Once a small and shallow depression forms, pebbles and boulders get collected in
those depressions and get rotated by flowing water. Consequently, the depressions
grow in dimensions to form potholes.



Plunge pools are nothing but large, deep potholes commonly found at the foot of a
waterfall.



They are formed because of the sheer impact of water and rotation of boulders.

3. Incised or Entrenched Meanders


They are very deep wide meanders (loop-like channels) found cut in hard rocks.



In the course of time, they deepen and widen to form gorges or canyons in hard
rock.



The difference between a normal meander and an incised/entrenched meander is
that the latter found on hard rocks.
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4. River Terraces


They are surfaces marking old valley floor or flood plains.



They are basically the result of vertical erosion by the stream.



When the terraces are of the same elevation on either side of the river, they are
called as paired terraces.



When the terraces are seen only on one side with none on the other or one at
quite a different elevation on the other side, they are called as unpaired terraces.

Depositional Landforms due to Running Water
1. Alluvial Fans


They are found in the middle course of a river at the foot of slope/ mountains.



When the stream moves from the higher level break into foot slope plain of low
gradient, it loses its energy needed to transport much of its load.



Thus, they get dumped and spread as a broad low to the high cone-shaped
deposits called an alluvial fan.



The deposits are not roughly very well sorted.
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2. Deltas


Deltas are like an alluvial fan but develop at a different location.



They are found in the mouth of the river, which is the final location of depositional
activity of a river.



Unlike alluvial fans, the deposits making up deltas are very well sorted with clear
stratification.



The coarser material settle out first and the finer materials like silt and clay are
carried out into the sea.

3. Flood Plains, Natural Levees


Deposition develops a flood plain just as erosion makes valleys.



A riverbed made of river deposits is the active flood plain and the flood plain above
the bank of the river is the inactive flood plain.



Natural levees are found along the banks of large rivers. They are low, linear and
parallel ridges of coarse deposits along the banks of a river.



The levee deposits are coarser than the deposits spread by flood water away from
the river.

4. Meanders and oxbow lakes


Meanders are loop-like channel patterns develop over the flood and delta plains.
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They are actually not a landform but only a type of channel pattern formed as a
result of deposition.



They are formed basically because of three reasons: (i) propensity of water flowing
over very gentle gradient to work laterally on the banks; (ii) unconsolidated nature
of alluvial deposits making up the bank with many irregularities; (iii) Coriolis force
acting on fluid water deflecting it like deflecting the wind.



The concave bank of a meander is known as cut-off bank and the convex bank is
known as a slip-off



As meanders grow into deep loops, the same may get cut-off due to erosion at the
inflection point and are left as oxbow lakes.



For large rivers, the sediments deposited in a linear fashion at the depositional
side of a meander are called as Point Bars or Meander Bars.

5. Braided Channels


When selective deposition of coarser materials causes the formation of a central
bar, it diverts the flow of river towards the banks, which increases lateral erosion.



Similarly, when more and more such central bars are formed, braided channels
are formed.



Riverine Islands are the result of braided channels.

What does Groundwater do?
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The part of rain or snow-melt water which accumulates in the rocks after seeping
through the surface is called underground water or simply groundwater.



The rocks through which water can pass easily are called as permeable rocks
while the rocks which do not allow water to pass are called as impermeable rocks.



After vertically going down to some depth, the water under the ground flows
horizontally through the bedding planes, joints or through the materials
themselves.



Although the amount of groundwater varies from place to place, its role in shaping
the surface features of the earth is quite important.



The works of groundwater are mainly seen in rocks like limestone, gypsum or
dolomite which are rich in calcium carbonate.



Any limestone, dolomite or gypsum region showing typical landforms produced by
the action of groundwater through the process of solution and deposition is called
as Karst Topography (Karst region in the Balkans)



The zones or horizons of permeable and porous rocks which are fully filled with
water are called as the Zones of Saturation.



The marks which show the upper surface of these saturated zones of the
groundwater are called as the Water Tables.



And these rocks, which are filled with underground water, are called as



The water table is generally higher in the areas of high precipitation and also in
areas bordering rivers and lakes.



They also vary according to seasons. On the basis of variability, water tables are of
two types: (i) Permanent water table, in which the water will never fall below a
certain level and wells dug up to this depth provide water in all seasons; (ii)
Temporary water tables, which are seasonal water tables.



Springs: They are the surface outflow of groundwater through an opening in a
rock under hydraulic pressure.



When such springs emit hot water, they are called as Hot Springs. They generally
occur in areas of active or recent volcanism.



When a spring emits hot water and steam in the form of fountains or jets at
regular intervals, they are called as geysers.



In a geyser, the period between two emissions is sometimes regular (Yellowstone
National Park of USA is the best example).

Erosional Landforms due to Groundwater
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Sinkholes and caves are erosional landforms formed due to the action of ground
water.

1. Sinkholes


Small to medium sized rounded to sub-rounded shallow depressions called
swallow holes forms on the surface of rocks like limestone by the action of the
solution.



A sinkhole is an opening more or less circular at the top and funnel-shaped
towards the bottom.



When as sinkhole is formed solely through the process of solution, it is called as
a solution sink.



Some sinkhole starts its formation through the solution process but later collapse
due to the presence of some caves or hollow beneath it and becomes a bigger
sinkhole. These types are called as collapse sinks.



The term Doline is sometimes used to refer collapse sinks.



Solution sinks are more common than collapse sinks.



When several sink holes join together to form valley of sinks, they are called as



Lapies are the irregular grooves and ridges formed when most of the surfaces of
limestone are eaten by solution process.
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2. Caves


In the areas where there are alternative beds of rocks (non-soluble) with limestone
or dolomite in between or in areas where limestone are dense, massive and
occurring as thick beds, cave formation is prominent.



Caves normally have an opening through which cave streams are discharged



Caves having an opening at both the ends are called tunnels.

Depositional Landforms of Groundwater
1. Stalactites and stalagmites


They are formed when the calcium carbonates dissolved in groundwater get
deposited once the water evaporates.



These structures are commonly found in limestone caves.



Stalactites are calcium carbonate deposits hanging as icicles while Stalagmites are
calcium carbonate deposits which rise up from the floor.



When a stalactite and stalagmite happened to join together, it gives rise
to pillars or columns of different diameters.
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Exogenic Forces: Classification
We have been discussing geomorphic processes in our previous notes in the
Geography section. We have already seen that geomorphic processes are classified
into endogenic processes and exogenic processes. As endogenic processes are already
covered in detail, in this post we focus on exogenic forces and exogenic processes.

What are Exogenic Forces?


The forces which derive their strength from the earth’s exterior or originate within
the earth’s atmosphere are called as exogenic forces or external forces.



The action of exogenic forces results in wearing down and hence they are
considered as land wearing forces.

Exogenic Processes or Denudation


The processes which occur on earth’s surface due to the influence of exogenic
forces are called as exogenic processes or exogenic geomorphic processes.



Weathering, mass wasting, erosion, and deposition are the main exogenic
processes.



All the exogenic processes are covered under a general term- denudation, which
means strip off or uncover.



The elements of nature capable of doing these exogenic processes are termed as
geomorphic agents (or exogenic geomorphic agents). E.g. the wind, water, waves
etc.



Note: A process is a force applied on earth materials affecting the same. An agent
is a mobile medium (like running water, moving ice, winds, waves etc) which
removes, transport and deposits earth materials.



Geomorphic processes and geomorphic agents especially exogenic, unless stated
separately, are one and the same.



Gravity and gradients are the two things which make these agents mobile.



All the movements either within the earth or on the surface of the earth occur due
to gradients– from higher levels to lower levels, from high pressure to low
pressure etc.



The exogenic forces derive their energy from atmosphere determined by the
ultimate energy from the sun and also the gradient created by tectonic factors. We
have already discussed in previous articles that slopes on earth surface are
mainly created by tectonic factors or earth movements due to endogenic forces.
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We know that force applied per unit area is called as stress. Stress is produced in
a solid by pushing or pulling.



The gravitational force acts upon all earth materials having sloping surface and
tends to produce movement of matter in the down-slope direction. This creates
stress and induces deformation to the particles.

Weathering


Weathering is the action of elements of weather and climate over earth material.



It can be defined mechanical disintegration and chemical decomposition of rocks
through the actions of various elements of weather and climate.



When rocks undergo weathering, some minerals are removed through chemical/
physical leaching by ground water and thereby the concentration of remaining
(valuable) minerals increase.



Weathering can be classified as – physical, chemical and biological:

(1) Physical / Mechanical weathering


Physical or mechanical weathering processes depend on some applied forces.



The applied forces could be: (i) gravitational forces such as overburden pressure,
load, and shearing stress; (ii) expansion force due to temperature changes, crystal
growth or animal activity; (iii) water pressure controlled by wetting and drying
cycles.



Causes: Most of the physical weathering are caused by thermal expansion and
pressure.
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a) Unloading and expansion:


Removal of overlying rock load because of continued erosion causes vertical
pressure release.



Thus, the upper layers of the remaining rock expand to produce disintegration of
rock masses.



Fractures will develop roughly parallel to the ground surface.



In areas of curved ground surfaces, arched fractures tend to produce massive
sheets or exfoliated slabs.



Exfoliation is a result but not a process. Flaking off of more or less curved sheets
of shells from over rocks or bedrocks results in smooth and rounded surfaces.



So, unloading and expansion create large, smooth rounded domes
called exfoliation domes.

b) Temperature changes and expansion:


With rising in temperature, every mineral expands and pushes against its
neighbor and as the temperature falls, a corresponding contraction takes place.



Due to differential heating and the resulting expansion and contraction of surface
layers and their subsequent exfoliation from the surface results in smooth
rounded surfaces in rocks.



In rock like granites, smooth surfaced and rounded small to big boulders
called tors form due to such exfoliation.
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c) Freezing, Thawing and Frost wedging:


Cycles of freezing and thawing (the weather becomes warmer and causes snow
and ice to melt) causes frost weathering.



It is most effective at high elevations in mid-latitude where freezing and melting is
often repeated.



Rapid freezing of water causes its sudden expansion and high pressure. The
resulting expansion affects joints, cracks, and small intergranular fractures to
become wider and wider till the rock breaks apart.

d) Salt weathering:


Salts in rocks expand due to thermal action, hydration and crystallization.



Many salts like calcium, sodium, magnesium, potassium and barium have a
tendency to expand.



The expansion depends on temperature and their thermal properties. High
temperature ranges between 30-50 0 C of surface temperatures in desert favours
such salt expansions.



Salt crystallization is the most effective of all salt weathering processes. It is
favoured in areas of alternative wetting and drying conditions.

(2) Chemical weathering
Chemical weathering can be due to solution, carbonation, hydration or
oxidation/reduction.
a) Solution:
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When something is dissolved in water or acids, the water or acid with dissolved
content is called as a solution.



This process involves removal of solids in solution and depends upon the
solubility of a mineral in water or weak acids.



When coming contact with water, many solids disintegrate and mix up as a
suspension in water.



Soluble rock forming minerals like nitrates, sulphates, potassium etc are affected
by this process.



This kind of weathering mainly occurs in a rainy



Minerals like calcium carbonate and magnesium bicarbonate present in limestone
are soluble in water containing carbonic acid (formed with the addition of carbon
dioxide in water) and are carried away in water as a solution.



Common salt is also a rock forming mineral and is susceptible to this process of
solution.

b) Carbonation:


Carbonation is the reaction of carbonate and bicarbonate with minerals and is
common process helping to break down of feldspar and carbonate minerals.



Carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and soil air is absorbed by water to form
carbonic acid that acts as a weak acid.



Calcium carbonates and magnesium carbonates are dissolved in carbonic acid
and are removed in a solution without leaving any residue resulting in cave
formation.

c) Hydration:


Hydration is the chemical addition of water.



Minerals take up water and expand; this expansion causes an increase in the
volume of the material itself or rock.



The process is reversible and long, continued repetition of this process causes
fatigue in the rocks and may lead to their disintegration.



g. calcium sulphate takes in water and turns to gypsum, which is more unstable
than calcium sulphate.
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d) Oxidation and reduction:


In weathering, oxidation means a combination of a mineral with oxygen to form
oxides or hydroxides.



Minerals most commonly involved in this are iron, manganese, sulphur etc.



The red colour of the iron upon oxidation turns to brown and yellow.



In this process of oxidation, rock breakdown occurs due to the disturbance
caused by the addition of oxygen.



When oxidized minerals are placed in an environment where oxygen is absent,
reduction takes place.

(3) Biological weathering


This kind of weathering is caused by several biological activities like growth or
movements of organisms.



They also bring conditions for physical or chemical weathering.



Grazing of animals, ploughing by human beings etc are examples of biological
weathering.

Mass Movements


These movements transfer the mass of rock debris down the slope under
the direct influence of gravity.



Mass movements are very active over weathered slopes rather than over
unweathered slopes.



Usual geographic agents like running water, glaciers, wind, waves etc do not have
much role to play in mass movements, and it is the gravity, which is the main
driving force.



Mass movements are classified into slow movements and rapid movements.

(1) Slow movements:
a) Creep:

It occurs on moderate steep, soil-covered slopes (doesn’t need to be lubricated with
water as in solifluction). The movement is extremely slow and imperceptible except
through extended observation. We might notice that some of the electric posts in our
region which are posted in sloppy areas deviated from their horizontal linearity. This
is an effect of creep.
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b) Solifluction:

It is the process of slow downslope flowing of soil mass or fine-grained rock debris
saturated or lubricated with water. It can be said as a type of creep with lubricated
water influences the movement. It mainly occurs in permafrost regions as the layers of
ground water are occupied in between permanently frozen soil and rocks.
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(2) Rapid movements
a) Earthflow:

Movement of water-saturated clayey or silty earth materials down low angle terraces
or hillsides is called earthflow
b) Mudflow:

In the absence of vegetation and cover and with heavy rainfall, thick layers of
weathered materials get saturated with water and either slow or rapidly flow down
along definite channels is called as mudflow.
c) Debris avalanche:

It is more in humid regions with or without vegetation. It occurs in narrow tracks on
sleep slopes and is similar to snow avalanche.

d) Landslides:

In landslides, the materials involved are relatively dry irrespective of the above said
rapid mass movements. Landslides can be classified into slump, debris slide, rock
slide etc


Slump: It is a type of landslide in which slipping of several units of rock debris
occurs with a backward rotation with respect to the slope over which the
movement takes place.



Debris slide: In this type of landslide, there is no backward rotation. The fall is
almost vertical.



Rock slide: It is nothing but the slide of individual rock masses.
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Erosion and Deposition


Erosion is the acquisition and transportation of rock debris by geomorphic agents
like running water, the wind, waves etc.



Though weathering aids erosion, it is not a pre-condition for erosion to takes
place. (i.e., erosion can take place in unweathered conditions also)



Deposition is a consequence of erosion. The erosional agents loose their velocity
and energy on gentle slopes and materials carried by them start to settle
themselves.



Note: Deposition is not the work of any agents. It is just the end result of erosion.
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Earthquakes: Everything you need to know
Earthquakes and volcanoes are examples of sudden movements which originate from
inside the earth. We have already seen the types of volcanoes. But, what is an
earthquake? To put it simple, earthquake is the shaking of the earth. An earth quake
can be defined as a sudden violent shaking of the ground as a result of movements in
the earth’s crust or volcanic action. These movements result in the release of energy
along a fault and cause the earth to shake. An earthquake, like volcanoes is a type
of endogenic processes.

Earthquakes: Points you should not miss!


The network of seismographic (seismograph is the instrument used to measure
earthquakes) stations all over the world record dozens of earthquakes every day.
Most of them are not felt by human beings as they are minor quakes only.



The occurrence of a severe earthquake is limited to a few regions in the world.



The point within the earth’s crust where an earthquake originates is called as
the focus or hypocenter or seismic focus.



It generally lies within a depth of 6 kms in the earth crust.



The point vertically above the focus on the earth’s surface is called as
the epicenter.



The intensity of earthquake will be highest in the epicenter and decreases as one
moves away.



All natural earthquakes take place in the lithosphere (i.e, the region which
constitutes the earth’s crust and rigid upper part of the mantle).
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Earthquake waves or Seismic waves


The earthquake which originates in the lithosphere propagates different seismic
waves or earthquake waves.



Earthquake waves are basically of two types – body waves and surface waves.

Body waves


They are generated due to the release of energy at the focus and moves in all
directions traveling through the body of the earth. Hence, the name – body waves.



They travel only through the interior of the earth.



Body waves are faster than surface waves and hence they are the first to be
detected on a seismograph.



There are two types of body waves as primary waves and secondary waves.

Primary waves (p-waves):


Primary waves are the fastest body waves (twice the speed of s-waves) and are the
first to reach during an earthquake.



They are similar to sound waves, i.e, they are longitudinal waves, in which particle
movement is in the same direction of wave propagation.



They travel through solid, liquid and gaseous materials.



They create density differences in the earth material leading to stretching and
squeezing.
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Secondary waves (s-waves):


They arrive at the surface with some time-lag after primary waves.



They are slower than primary waves and can pass only through solid materials.



This property of s-waves led seismologists to conclude that the earth’s outer core
is in a liquid state. (the entire zone beyond 105o from the epicenter does not
receive S-waves)



They are transverse waves in which directions of particle movement and wave
propagation are perpendicular to each other.

Surface Waves


When the body waves interact with surface rocks, a new set of waves is generated
called as surface waves.



These waves move along the earth surface.



Surface waves are also transverse waves in which particle movement is
perpendicular to the wave propagation.



Hence, they create crests and troughs in the material through which they pass.



Surface waves are considered to be the most damaging waves.



Two common surface waves are Love waves and Rayleigh waves.
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Love waves:


This kind of surface waves causes horizontal shifting of the earth during an
earthquake.



They have much slower than body waves but are faster than Rayleigh.



They exist only in the presence of semi-infinite medium overlain by an upper finite
thickness.



Confined to the surface of the crust, Love waves produce entirely horizontal
motion.

Rayleigh waves:


These waves follow an elliptical motion.



A Rayleigh wave rolls along the ground just like a wave rolls across a lake or an
ocean.



Because it rolls, it moves the ground up and down and side-to-side in the same
direction that the wave is moving.



Most of the shaking felt from an earthquake is due to the Rayleigh wave, which
can be much larger than the other waves.
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Shadow regions of waves


We already discussed that p-waves pass through all medium while S-waves
passes only through solid medium.



With the help of these properties of primary waves, seismologists have a fair idea
about the interior of the earth.



Even though p-waves pass through all mediums, it causes reflection when it
enters from one medium to another.



The variations in the direction of waves are inferred with the help of their record
on seismographs.



The area where the seismograph records no waves is called as ‘shadow zone’ of
that wave.



Accordingly, it is observed that the area beyond 1050 does not receive S-waves and
the area in between 1050 to 1400 does not receive P-waves.

Measuring earthquakes


Seismometers are the instruments which are used to measure the motion of the
ground, which including those of seismic waves generated by earthquakes,
volcanic eruptions, and other seismic sources.
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A Seismograph is also another term used to mean seismometer though it is more
applicable to the older instruments.



The recorded graphical output from a seismometer/seismograph is called as
a seismogram. (Note: Do not confuse seismograph with seismogram. Seismograph
is an instrument while seismogram is the recorded output)



There are two main scales used in the seismometers: (1) Mercalli Scale and
Richter Scale.

Mercalli Scale:
The scale represents the intensity of earthquake by analyzing the after effects like
how many people felt it, how much destruction occurred etc. The range of intensity is
from 1-12.

Richter Scale:
The scale represents the magnitude of the earthquake. The magnitude is expressed in
absolute numbers from 1-10. Each whole number increase in Richter scale represents
a ten times increase in power of an earthquake.

Distribution of Earthquakes


There are two well-defined belts where earthquakes frequently occur – The
Circum-Pacific Belt and The Mid-World Mountain Belt.



About 68% of earthquakes in the world occur in the Circum-Pacific Belt.
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Mid-World Mountain belt extends from the Alps with their extension into
Mediterranean, the Caucasus, and the Himalayan region and continues to
Indonesia.



21% of earthquakes are occurring in this belt.



The remaining 11% occur in the other parts of the world.
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Volcanoes: Everything You Need To Know
A volcano is an opening in the earth’s crust through which gases, molten rocks
materials (lava), ash, steam etc. are emitted outward in the course of an
eruption. Such vents or openings occur in those parts of the earth’s crust where the
rock strata are relatively weak. Volcanic activity is an example of endogenic
process. Depending upon the explosive nature of the volcano, different land forms can
be formed such as a plateau (if the volcano is not explosive) or a mountain (if the
volcano is explosive in nature).

Magma vs Lava: The difference


Magma is the term used to denote the molten rocks and related materials seen
inside earth. A weaker zone of the mantle called asthenosphere, usually is the
source of magma.



Once this magma came out to the earth surface through the vent of a volcano, it
is called as the Lava. Therefore, Lava is nothing but the magma on earth surface.



The process by which solid, liquid and gaseous material escape from the earth’s
interior to the surface of the earth is called as Volcanism.

Types of Volcanoes
Volcanoes are classified on the basis of nature of eruption and the form developed at
the surface.

Shield Volcanoes
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How to identify: They are not very steep but are far and wider. They extend to
great height as well as distance.



They are the largest of all volcanoes in the world as the lava flows to a far
distance. The Hawaiian volcanoes are the most famous examples.



Shield volcanoes have low slopes and consist almost entirely of frozen lavas.



If you were to fly over top of a shield volcano, it would resemble a warrior’s shield,
hence the name.



These volcanoes are mostly made up of basalt (less viscous), a type of lava that is
very fluid when erupted. For this reason, these volcanoes are not steep.



They are of low explosive in general, but if somehow water gets into the vent
they may turn explosive.



The upcoming lava moves in the form of a fountain and throws out the cone at the
top of the vent and develops into cinder cone

Cinder Cone Volcanoes:


Cinders are extrusive igneous rocks. A more modern name for cinder is Scoria.



Small volcanoes.



These volcanoes consist almost entirely of loose, grainy cinders and almost no
lava.



They have very steep sides and usually have a small crater on top.

Composite Volcanoes:


Shape: Cone shaped with moderately steep sides and sometimes have small
craters in their summits.



Volcanologists call these “strato-” or composite volcanoes because they consist of
layers of solid lava flows mixed with layers of sand- or gravel-like volcanic rock
called cinders or volcanic ash.



They are characterized by the eruption of a cooler and more viscous lavas than
basalt.



These volcanoes often result in explosive eruptions.



Along with lava, large quantities of pyroclastic materials and ashes find their way
to the ground.



This material accumulates in the vicinity of the vent openings and leading to the
formation of layers, and this makes the mount appears as composite volcanoes.

Caldera:
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These are the most explosive of the earth’s volcanoes.



They are usually so explosive that when they erupt they tend to collapse on
themselves rather than building any tall structure. The collapsed depressions are
called calderas.



Their explosiveness indicates that its magma chamber is large and in close
vicinity.



A caldera differs from a crater in such a way that a caldera is a huge depression
caused by a collapse after a large-scale eruption, whereas a crater is a small,
steep side, volcanic depression bored out by an eruptive plume.

Flood Basalt Provinces


These volcanoes outpour highly fluid lava that flows for long distances.



The Deccan Traps from India, presently covering most of the Maharashtra
plateau, are a much larger flood basalt province.

Mid-Ocean Ridge Volcanoes


These volcanoes occur in the oceanic areas.



There is a system of mid-ocean ridges more than 70,000 km long that stretches
through all the ocean basins.



The central portion of this ridge experiences frequent eruptions.

Volcanoes can also be classified based on the frequency of eruption, mode of eruption
and characteristic of lava.
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Volcanic Landforms:


The lava that is released during volcanic eruptions on cooling develops into
igneous rocks.



The cooling may take place either on reaching the surface or from the inside itself.



Depending on the location of the cooling of lava, igneous rocks are classified as:

Volcanic Igneous rocks (Extrusive igneous rocks):
Cooling of the rock occurs at the surface of the earth. E.g. Basalt, Andesite etc.

Plutonic Igneous rocks (Intrusive igneous rocks):
Cooling takes place in the crust and not over the surface. E.g. Granite, Gabbro,
Diorite etc. Intrusive igneous rocks are classed into the following types according to
their forms.
1. Batholiths: A large body of magmatic material that cools in the deeper depth in
the form of a large dome. These are granitic bodies. They sometimes appear on the
earth surface when the denudation processes remove the overlying materials.
2. Laccoliths: Large dome shaped intrusive bodies with a level base and pipe-like
conduit from below. Resembles a composite volcano structure, but beneath the
earth. (Eg: Karnataka Plateau)
3. Lapoliths: They are saucer shaped, concave to the sky.
4. Phacoliths: Wavy materials which have a definite conduit to source beneath.
5. Sheets/ sills: They are the near horizontal bodies of intrusive igneous rocks.
Thinner ones are called as sheets and while thick horizontal deposits are called
sills.
6. Dykes: When the lava comes out through cracks and fissures, they solidify
almost perpendicular to the ground to form wall like structures called dykes. (Eg:
Deccan traps in Maharastra region).
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Distribution of Volcanoes:
Most of the volcanoes in the world are found in three well defined belts:
1. The Circum-Pacific Belt (The Pacific Ring of Fire).
2. The Mid-World Mountain Belt.
3. The African Rift Valley Belt.
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Volcanic Activity – Points to note down:


Volcanoes are closely related to the regions of intense folding and faulting.



They occur along coastal mountain ranges, on islands and in the mid oceans.



Interior parts of the continent are generally free from their activity.



Most of the active volcanoes are found in the pacific region which is thus called as
the Pacific Ring of Fire.

_______________
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Endogenic Forces and Evolution of Land forms
We have already seen that Geomorphic processes can create land forms. We also
know that endogenic forces (internal) and exogenic forces (external) are the two main
types of geomorphic processes which results in earth movements. In this post, let’s
study endogenic forces in detail.

Endogenic Forces – Internal forces in detail
Endogenic forces a can be classified as slow movements (diastrophic) and sudden
movements. Slow movements cause changes very gradually which might not be
visible during a human lifetime.

Slow Movements (Diastrophic forces)
Diastrophic forces refer to forces generated by the movement of the solid material of
the earth’s crust. All the processes that move, elevate or build portions of the earth’s
crust come under diastrophism. Diastrophism includes:
1. orogenic processes involving mountain building through severe folding and
affecting long and narrow belts of the earth’s crust.
2. epeirogenic processes involving uplift or warping of large parts of the earth’s crust.
3. earthquakes involving local relatively minor movements.
4. plate tectonics involving horizontal movements of crustal plates.
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Slow movements can again be classified as vertical movements and horizontal
movements.

Vertical Movements (Epeirogenic movements):


Vertical movements are mainly associated with the formation of continents and
plateaus. They are also called as Epeirogenic movements



The broad central parts of continents are called cratons and are subject to
epeirogeny.



They do not bring any changes in the horizontal rock strata.



While they cause upliftment of continent, they can also cause subsidence of
continent.



These movements are originated from the centre of the earth.

Horizontal Movements (Orogenic Movements):


Horizontal forces acts on the earth’s crust from side to side to cause these
movements.



They are also known as orogenic movements (mountain building).



They bring a lot of disruptions to the horizontal layer of strata leading to a large
structural deformation of earth’s crust.



They can be classified as forces of compression and forces of tension.

Forces of Compression:



Forces of compression are the forces which push rock strata against a hard plane
from one side or from both sides.
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The compressional forces lead to the bending of rock layers and thus lead to the
formation of Fold Mountains.



Most of the great mountain chains of the world like the Himalayas, the Rockies (N.
America), the Andes (S. America), the Alps (Europe) etc are formed in this manner.

Forces of Tension:



Forces of tension work horizontally, but in opposite directions.



Under the operation of intense tensional forces, the rock stratum gets broken or
fractured which results in the formation of cracks and fractures in the crust.



The displacement of rock upward or downward from their original position along
such a fracture is termed as faulting.



The line along which displacement of the fractured rock strata take place is called
as the fault line.



Faulting results in the formation of well-known relief features such
as Rift Valleys and Block Mountains. (E.g. Vindhya and Satpura Mountains)
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A rift valley is formed by sinking of rock strata lying between two almost parallel
faults. (E.g. Valley of Nile, Rift valley of Narmada and Tapti )



Rift valleys with steep parallel walls along the fault are called as Graben and the
uplifted landmass with steep slopes on both sides are called as Horst.



The very steep slope in a continuous line along a fault is termed as Escarpment.

Sudden Movements
Examples: Volcanoes and earth quakes.
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Geomorphic Processes and Earth Movements
It is time to know in detail about the surface of the earth on which we live. We know
that the surface of the earth is not a plain platform. It is distributed unevenly with a
variety of landforms like mountains, hills, plateaus, plains, ravines, cliffs etc. Why is
the surface of the earth uneven? What make changes in the earth’s surface? What
process makes mountains and hills? The answer to all the questions above
– Geomorphic Processes.

Geomorphic Process
The formation and deformation of landforms on the surface of the earth are a
continuous process which is due to the continuous influence of external and internal
forces. The internal and external forces causing stresses and chemical action on earth
materials and bringing about changes in the configuration of the surface of the earth
are known as geomorphic processes.

Mind Map to Study Geomorphic Processes/Earth Movements
The below mind map will help to study geomorphic processes and their subclassification in a matter of minutes.
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Endogenic Forces


Endogenic forces are those internal forces which derive their strength from the
earth’s interior and play a crucial role in shaping the earth crust.



Examples – mountain building forces, continent building forces, earthquakes,
volcanism etc.



The endogenic forces are mainly land building forces.

The energy emanating from within the earth is the main force behind endogenic
geomorphic processes. This energy is mostly generated by radioactivity, rotational and
tidal friction and primordial heat from the origin of the earth.

Exogenic Forces


Exogenic forces are those forces which derive their strength from the earth’s
exterior or are originated within the earth’s atmosphere.



Examples of forces – the wind, waves, water etc.



Examples of exogenic processes – weathering, mass movement, erosion,
deposition.



Exogenic forces are mainly land wearing forces.

Exogenic forces can take the form of weathering, erosion, and deposition. Weathering
is the breaking of rocks on the earth’s surface by different agents like rivers, wind, sea
waves and glaciers. Erosion is the carrying of broken rocks from one place to another
by natural agents like wind, water, and glaciers.
The actions of exogenic forces result in wearing down (degradation) of
relief/elevations and filling up (aggradation) of basins/ depressions, on the earth’s
surface. The phenomenon of wearing down of relief variations of the surface of the
earth through erosion is known as gradation.

Geomorphic Agents
Running water, groundwater, glaciers, the wind, waves, and currents, etc., can be
called geomorphic agents.

Geomorphic Processes vs Geomorphic Agents
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A process is a force applied on earth materials affecting the same. An agent is a
mobile medium (like running water, moving ice masses, the wind, waves, and currents
etc.) which removes, transports and deposits earth materials.

Earth Movements


They are the movements in the earth’s crust caused by the endogenic or exogenic
forces. These movements are also termed as Tectonic movements.



The term ‘Tectonic’ derived from the Greek word ‘Tekton’ which means builders.



As the word means, these movements are mainly builders and have been
responsible for building up of different types of landforms.
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Causes of Soil Degradation and Methods for Soil
Conservation
Even though our country is blessed with wide varieties of soils with high fertility, it is
being degraded day by day by various natural and human activities. Farmers in India
are complaining about low productivity because of various reasons and soil
degradation is one of them. Loss of soil fertility results in low productivity. It also
results in high cost-of-production, low income, food scarcity, loss of biodiversity etc.
As food security is a major concern, India has to overcome the challenge of low
productivity due to soil degradation. Conservation of soil is the only way to override
this problem.

Major causes of soil degradation
1. Soil erosion
2. Decline of soil fertility
3. Water logging
4. Salinity
5. Shifting cultivation

Soil erosion:


Among the agents, water is considered as the main cause of soil erosion.



Main agents of soil erosion are (1) Water, (2) Wind, (3) Waves and (4) Glaciers



Removal of the top layer of soil by various means, which include both natural
events and human activities, is called as soil erosion.



Water-caused soil erosion can be classified as below:

1. Sheet Erosion: Uniform removal of the top soil just like a sheet.
2. Rill Erosion: Heavy water flow cause rill in Land.
3. Gully Erosion: Rill will enlarge as Gullies and land will be disordered. ( eg:
Chambal Valley)


Note: Wind erosion also causes sheet and rill erosions.



Note: The largest area affected by soil erosion in India is the State of Rajasthan
followed Madhya Pradesh.
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Consequences of soil erosion



Fertility of top soil will be lost.



Nutrients content will decline as they are washed away by erosion.



Underground water level will be reduced.



Loss of vegetation and habitat.



Drought and flood become frequent.



Rivers get dried off.



Adversely affect the economy and culture.



Natural hideouts are formed when gully erosion occurs (Ex: Chambal valley was
famous for criminal’s hideout).

Decline of soil fertility


Soil fertility is mostly affected in the states of Punjab, Haryana, and U.P.



It is a condition when the soil is not giving enough production even though
adequate irrigation and nutrients are supplied.



The major reasons for decline of soil fertility are:

1. Frequent cropping
2. Unscientific rotation of crops
3. Extensive and excessive use of chemical fertilizers
4. Too much use of chemical pesticides
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Land should left uncultivated for a period of time and let to retain its fertility.
Cropping after cropping will leave the land unfertile.



Leguminous plants can be cultivated in intervals which will increase the fertility of
the soil.

Water logging


If there is no proper drainage system in the land, the land will become
waterlogged.



This results in the saturation of crops.



The normal circulation of air will not be possible due to water logging and the
amount of oxygen in the soil will decline.



Construction of proper drainage system to allow water flow away from the land is
the best way to reduce water logging.

Salinity


Soil will become saline or alkaline in low rainfall areas. Rajasthan is an example.



When the sea water enters the land, the soil becomes saline.



The presence of calcium carbonate beneath (kankar) the soil will act as
impermeable to water and water gets logged as happened in Indira Gandhi canal
regions of Rajasthan. If the soil contains salt content, it will spread to the whole
land due to this.

Shifting / jhum cultivation


It is a type of cultivation practiced mainly in North-Eastern states of India



It is a type of slash and burn method of cultivation.



After reaping the crops, the land (usually the forest) is slashed and burned. The
next cultivation will be in another plot and the burned land will let uncultivated
for a period.



In the early periods, the gap between two cultivations in a land was 10-20 years.



Due to population increase and availability of land is reduced, the gap decreased
to merely 2-3 years.



This causes major deforestation, environmental pollution, loss of habitat for wild
animals etc.



The burning of forest results in soil erosion and gradual degradation of soil.
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Soil conservation methods
1. Afforestation.
2. Contour ploughing (cultivation against the direction of the wind).
3. Strip cultivation (cultivation in strips).
4. Flood control by government initiatives.
5. Reclamation of bad lands.
6. Wind breaks in land; like trees at borders.
7. Organic farming.
8. Control/restrict shifting cultivation.
9. Construction of proper drainage.
10.Leveling of gullies, ravines etc.
11.Control of chemical fertilizers and pesticides in the market.
12.Proper awareness about the need of conservation.

Model question based on soil conservation for UPSC Prelims
Qn 1: Among the statements given below, identify the correct statement(s):
1. Organic farming has a role to play in soil conservation.
2. Sheet erosion results in the formation of gullies resulting in loss of underground
soil.
3. The largest area affected by soil erosion in India is the State of Rajasthan followed
Madhya Pradesh.
Choices:


a) 1 only



b) 2 only



c) 1 and 3 only



d) 1, 2 and 3

Right Answer: c) 1 and 3 only
Explanation: In case of sheet erosion, there will be a uniform removal of the top soil
just like a sheet.
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Different soil types in India: Understand the differences
using an Easy-to-Learn Table
This post is a continuation of our previous article on Soils of India: Classification and
Characteristics. The Indian council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) set up an All
India Soil Survey Committee in 1953 which divided the Indian soils into eight major
groups. For ease of understanding and comparative study, this post about the 8 soil
types is prepared in tabular form, highlighting the key differences.

Different soil types in India: Understand the differences

1. Alluvial soils
2. Black (or Regur soil)
3. Red and Yellow soils
4. Laterite soils
5. Arid and desert soils
6. Saline and alkaline soils
7. Peaty and marshy soils
8. Forest and mountain soils
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States where
found
Mainly found in the
plains of
Gujarat, Punjab,
Haryana, UP, Bihar,
Jharkhand etc.

Rich in:

Potash and
Lime
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Lacks in:

Crops grown

Nitrogen and
Phosphorous

Large variety of
rabi and kharif
crops such as
wheat, rice,
sugarcane,
cotton, jute etc.

Deccan plateauMaharashtra,
Madhya Pradesh,
Gujarat, Andhra
Lime, Iron,
Pradesh,Tamil Nadu, Magnesia and Phosphorous,
Valleys of Krishna
Alumina,
Nitrogen and
and Godavari.
Potash
organic matter

Cotton,
sugarcane,
jowar, tobacco,
wheat, rice etc.

Eastern and
southern part of the
deccan plateau,
Orissa, Chattisgarh
and southern parts
of the middle Ganga
plain.

Wheat, rice,
cotton,
sugarcane and
pulses

Iron and
Potash

Nitrogen,
Phosphorous
and humus.

Karnataka, Kerala,
Organic matter,
Tamilnadu, Madhya
Nitrogen,
Pradesh, Assam and Iron oxide and Phosphate and
Orissa hills.
potash
Calcium

Arid and Desert

Western Rajastan,
north Gujarat and
southern Punjab

Saline and
Alkaline

Western Gujarat,
deltas of eastern
coast, Sunderban
areas of West
Bengal, Punjab and
Haryana

Cashewnuts,
tea, coffee,
rubber

Only drought
resistant and
salt tolerant
crops such as
barley, rape,
cotton, millets
Soluble salts,
maize and
phosphate Humus, Nitrogen
pulses

Sodium,
Potassium,
Magnesium

Nitrogen and
Calcium

Model questions based on soil types for UPSC Prelims
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Qn 1: Among the statements given
below, identify the correct statement(s):
1. Laterite soil is also known as ‘self-ploughing’ soil.
2. Alluvial soils are rich in humus and nitrogen.
3. Forest soils are deficient in potash and lime.
Choices:


a) 1 only



b) 1 and 2 only



c) 3 only



d) 1, 2 and 3

Right Answer c) 3 only
Explanation: The Black soil is known as self-ploughing soil. Alluvial soil lacks
nitrogen.
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Soils of India: Classification and Characteristics

This article is part of our free online study materials in the Geography section. Like
the previous articles in the History section, this post – about the classification of soils
in India – highlights only the main points in an exam point of view. From the UPSC
exam perspective aspirants should be aware of nature, colour, nutrients
present/absent in each soil type. Recommended reference materials for the topic
are NCERT books for Geography.
Now let’s dig deep into the current topic.

Definition of Soil
Soil can be simply defined as a mixture of small rock particles/debris and organic
materials/ humus which develop on the earth surface and support growth of plants.

Soil Classification – Urvara vs Usara


In India, soil had been classified from the ancient period itself even though it was
not as detail as the modern classifications.
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In the ancient period, the classification was based on only two things; whether
the soil is fertile or sterile. Thus the classification were:

1. Urvara [fertile]
2. Usara [sterile]

Soil Classification – Agencies involved


In the modern period, when men started to know about the various characteristics
of soil they began to classify soil on the basis of texture, colour, moisture etc.



When the Soil survey of India was established in 1956, they studied soils of
India and their characteristics.



The National Bureau of Soil Survey and the Land Use Planning, an institute
under the control of Indian Council of Agriculture Research did a lot of studies on
Indian soil.

Major classification of Indian soils

1. Alluvial soil [43%]
2. Red soil [18.5%]
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3. Black / regur soil [15%]
4. Arid / desert soil
5. Laterite soil
6. Saline soil
7. Peaty / marshy soil
8. Forest soil
9. Sub-mountain soil
10.Snowfields

Alluvial soil:


Mostly available soil in India (about 43%) which covers an area of 143 sq.km.



Widespread in northern plains and river valleys.



In peninsular-India, they are mostly found in deltas and estuaries.



Humus, lime and organic matters are present.



Highly fertile.



Indus-Ganga-Brahmaputhra plain, Narmada-Tapi plain etc are examples.



They are depositional soil – transported and deposited by rivers, streams etc.



Sand content decreases from west to east of the country.



New alluvium is termed as Khadar and old alluvium is termed as Bhangar.



Colour: Light Grey to Ash Grey.



Texture: Sandy to silty loam or clay.



Rich in: potash



Poor in: phosphorous.



Wheat, rice, maize, sugarcane, pulses, oilseed etc are cultivated mainly.

Red soil:


Seen mainly in low rainfall area.



Also known as Omnibus group.



Porous, friable structure.



Absence of lime, kankar (impure calcium carbonate).



Deficient in: lime, phosphate, manganese, nitrogen, humus and potash.



Colour: Red because of Ferric oxide. The lower layer is reddish yellow or yellow.



Texture: Sandy to clay and loamy.



Wheat, cotton, pulses, tobacco, oilseeds, potato etc are cultivated.
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Black soil / regur soil:


Regur means cotton – best soil for cotton cultivation.



Most of the Deccan is occupied by Black soil.



Mature soil.



High water retaining capacity.



Swells and will become sticky when wet and shrink when dried.



Self-ploughing is a characteristic of the black soil as it develops wide cracks
when dried.



Rich in: Iron, lime, calcium, potassium, aluminum and magnesium.



Deficient in: Nitrogen, Phosphorous and organic matter.



Colour: Deep black to light black.



Texture: Clayey.

Laterite soil:


Name from Latin word ‘Later’ which means Brick.



Become so soft when wet and so hard when dried.



In the areas of high temperature and high rainfall.



Formed as a result of high leaching.



Lime and silica will be leached away from the soil.



Organic matters of the soil will be removed fast by the bacteria as it is high
temperature and humus will be taken quickly by the trees and other plants. Thus,
humus content is low.



Rich in: Iron and Aluminum



Deficient in: Nitrogen, Potash, Potassium, Lime, Humus



Colour: Red colour due to iron oxide.



Rice, Ragi, Sugarcane and Cashew nuts are cultivated mainly.

Desert / arid soil:


Seen under Arid and Semi-Arid conditions.



Deposited mainly by wind activities.



High salt content.



Lack of moisture and Humus.
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Kankar or Impure Calcium carbonate content is high which restricts the
infiltration of water.



Nitrogen is insufficient and Phosphate is normal.



Texture: Sandy



Colour: Red to Brown.

Peaty / marshy soil:


Areas of heavy rainfall and high humidity.



Growth of vegetation is very less.



A large quantity of dead organic matter/humus which makes the soil alkaline.



Heavy soil with black colour.

Forest soil:


Regions of high rainfall.



Humus content is less and thus the soil is acidic.

Mountain soil:


In the mountain regions of the country.



Immature soil with low humus and acidic.

PS: Also refer the article ‘Different soil types in India: Understand the differences‘ for a
comparative study. Data are given in a table format there.
_____________________
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Distribution of Major Industries: Location Factors
Just like all vegetation cannot be seen all over the world, industries too are not seen
every where. Industries have affinity towards particular locations. Of-course,
availability of raw material is one of the major reasons, but that is not the sole
determinant. This post explores the distribution of major industries across the world,
and reasons for the variations.
Note: This is one topic specifically mentioned in UPSC syllabus for main exam and
aspirants are advised to start from our previous articles related to various sectors of
economy and factors responsible for the location of industries.

World’s Major Industries
Yes, there are lot many industries, and it is not possible to analyze location details of
all. So we are limiting this post on world’s major industries (article courtesy : NCERT).
Our focus is on three major industries in the world, but aspirants are advised to go
through other industries like petroleum, fertilizers, automobile, pharmaceuticals,
sugar etc too.
The world’s major industries are:
1. Iron and steel industry – Germany, USA, China, Japan and Russia.
2. Textile industry – India, Hong Kong, South Korea, Japan and Taiwan.
3. Information technology industry – Silicon valley of Central California and the
Bangalore region of India.
The iron and steel and textile industry are the older industries while information
technology is an emerging industry.

Iron and Steel Industry
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Like other industries iron and steel industry too comprises various inputs, processes
and outputs. The inputs for the industry include raw materials such as iron ore, coal
and limestone, along with labour, capital, site and other infrastructure. The process of
converting iron ore into steel involves many stages. The raw material is put in the
blast furnace where it undergoes smelting. It is then refined. The output obtained is
steel which may be used by other industries as raw material.
The Indian iron and steel industry consists of large integrated steel plants as well as
mini steel mills. It also includes secondary producers, rolling mills and ancillary
industries.
Changes in locations: Before 1800 A.D. iron and steel industry was located where
raw materials, power supply and running water were easily available. Later the ideal
location for the industry was near coal fields and close to canals and railways. After
1950, iron and steel industry began to be located on large areas of flat land near sea
ports. This is because by this time steel works had become very large and iron ore had
to be imported from overseas.
Locations in India: In India, iron and steel industry has developed taking advantage
of raw materials, cheap labour, transport and market. All the important steel
producing centres such as Bhilai, Durgapur, Burnpur, Jamshedpur, Rourkela,
Bokaro are situated in a region that spreads over four states — West Bengal,
Jharkhand, Odisha and Chhattisgarh. Bhadravati and Vijay Nagar in Karnataka,
Vishakhapatnam in Andhra Pradesh, Salem in Tamil Nadu are other important steel
centres utilising local resources. India’s steel production increased from one million
tonne in 1947 to 30 million tonnes in 2002.
Why Jamshedpur? Before 1947, there was only one iron and steel plant in the
country – Tata Iron and Steel Company Limited (TISCO). It was privately owned. After
Independence, the government took the initiative and set up several iron and steel
plants. TISCO was started in 1907 at Sakchi, near the confluence of the rivers
Subarnarekha and Kharkai in Jharkhand. Later on Sakchi was renamed as
Jamshedpur. Geographically, Jamshedpur is the most conveniently situated iron and
steel centre in the country.
Sakchi was chosen to set up the steel plant for several reasons. This place was only
32 km away from Kalimati station on the Bengal-Nagpur railway line. It was close to
the iron ore, coal and manganese deposits as well as to Kolkata, which provided a
large market. TISCO gets coal from Jharia coalfields, and iron ore, limestone, dolomite
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and manganese from Odisha and Chhattisgarh. The Kharkai and Subarnarekha rivers
ensured sufficient water supply. Government initiatives provided adequate capital for
its later development.
The development of the iron and steel industry opened the doors to rapid industrial
development in India. Almost all sectors of the Indian industry depend heavily on the
iron and steel industry for their basic infrastructure.
Why Pittsburgh? It is an important steel city of the United States of America. The
steel industry at Pittsburgh enjoys locational advantages. Some of the raw material
such as coal is available locally, while the iron ore comes from the iron mines at
Minnesota, about 1500 km from Pittsburgh. Between these mines and Pittsburgh is
one of the world’s best routes for shipping ore cheaply – the famous Great Lakes
waterway. Trains carry the ore from the Great Lakes to the Pittsburgh area. The Ohio,
the Monogahela and Allegheny rivers provide adequate water supply.
Today, very few of the large steel mills are in Pittsburgh itself. They are located in the
valleys of the Monogahela and Allegheny rivers above Pittsburgh and along the Ohio
River below it. Finished steel is transported to the market by both land and water
routes. The Pittsburgh area has many factories other than steel mills. These use steel
as their raw material to make many different products such as railroad equipment,
heavy machinery and rails.

Cotton Textile Industry
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Weaving cloth from yarn is an ancient art. Cotton, wool, silk, jute, flax have been used
for making cloth. The textile industry can be divided on the basis of raw materials
used in them. Fibres are the raw material of textile industry. Fibres can be natural or
man-made. Natural fibres are obtained from wool, silk, cotton, linen and jute. Manmade fibres include nylon, polyester, acrylic and rayon. The cotton textile industry is
one of the oldest industries in the world. Till the industrial revolution in the 18th
century, cotton cloth was made using hand spinning techniques (wheels) and looms.
In 18th century power looms facilitated the development of cotton textile industry,
first in Britain and later in other parts of the world. Today India, China, Japan and
the USA are important producers of cotton textiles.
India has a glorious tradition of producing excellent quality cotton textiles. Before the
British rule, Indian hand spun and hand woven cloth already had a wide market.
The Muslins of Dhaka, Chintzes of Masulipatnam, Calicos of Calicut and Gold-wrought
cotton of Burhanpur, Surat and Vadodara were known worldwide for their quality and
design. But the production of hand woven cotton textile was expensive and time
consuming. Hence, traditional cotton textile industry could not face the competition
from the new textile mills of the West, which produced cheap and good quality fabrics
through mechanized industrial units.
Why Mumbai? The first successful mechanized textile mill was established in
Mumbai in 1854. The warm, moist climate, a port for importing machinery,
availability of raw material and skilled labour resulted in rapid expansion of the
industry in the region. Initially this industry flourished in the states of Maharashtra
and Gujarat because of favourable humid climate. But today, humidity can be created
artificially, and raw cotton is a pure and not weight losing raw material, so this
industry has spread to other parts of India. Coimbatore, Kanpur, Chennai,
Ahmedabad, Mumbai, Kolkata, Ludhiana, Puducherry and Panipat are some of the
other important centres.
Why Ahmedabad? It is located in Gujarat on the banks of the Sabarmati river. The
first mill was established in 1859. It soon became the second largest textile city of
India, after Mumbai. Ahmedabad was therefore often referred to as the ‘Manchester of
India’. Favourable locational factors were responsible for the development of the textile
industry in Ahmedabad. Ahmedabad is situated very close to cotton growing area.
This ensures easy availability of raw material. The climate is ideal for spinning and
weaving. The flat terrain and easy availability of land is suitable for the establishment
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of the mills. The densely populated states of Gujarat and Maharashtra provide both
skilled and semi-skilled labour. Well-developed road and railway network permits easy
transportation of textiles to different parts of the country, thus providing easy access
to the market. Mumbai port nearby facilitates import of machinery and export of
cotton textiles.
But in the recent years, Ahmedabad textile mills have been having some problems.
Several textile mills have closed down. This is primarily due to the emergence of new
textile centres in the country as well as non- upgradation of machines and technology
in the mills of Ahmedabad.
Why Osaka? It is an important textile centre of Japan, also known as the
‘Manchester of Japan’. The textile industry developed in Osaka due to several
geographical factors. The extensive plain around Osaka ensured that land was easily
available for the growth of cotton mills. Warm humid climate is well suited to spinning
and weaving. The river Yodo provides sufficient water for the mills. Labour is easily
available. Location of port facilitates import of raw cotton and for exporting textiles.
The textile industry at Osaka depends completely upon imported raw materials.
Cotton is imported from Egypt, India, China and USA. The finished product is mostly
exported and has a good market due to good quality and low price. Though it is one of
the important textile cities in the country, of late, the cotton textile industry of Osaka
has been replaced by other industries, such as iron and steel, machinery,
shipbuilding, automobiles, electrical equipment and cement.

Information Technology (IT)

The information technology industry deals in the storage, processing and
distribution of information. Today, this industry has become global. This is due to a
series of technological, political, and socio-economic events. The main factors guiding
the location of these industries are resource availability, cost and infrastructure. The
major hubs of the IT industry are the Silicon Valley, California and Bangalore, India.
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Why Silicon Valley? Silicon Valley is a part of Santa Clara Valley, located next to the
Rocky Mountains of North America. The area has temperate climate with the
temperatures rarely dropping below 0 degrees centigrade.
Why Bangalore? Bangalore is located on the Deccan Plateau from where it gets the
name ‘Silicon Plateau’. The city is known for its mild climate throughout the year.
There are other emerging information technology hubs in metropolitan centres of
India such as Mumbai, New Delhi, Hyderabad and Chennai. Other cities such as
Gurgaon, Pune, Thiruvanthapuram, Kochi and Chandigarh are also important centres
of the IT industry. However, Bangalore has always had a unique advantage, as a city
with highest availability of middle and top management talent.

UPSC Civil Services Main Exam questions related to this topic


Do you agree that there is a growing trend of opening new sugar mills in the
Southern states of India? Discuss with justification. (5 marks 100 words)



Analyse the factors for highly decentralized cotton textile industry in India . (5
marks 100 words)
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Factors Responsible for the Location of Primary,
Secondary and Tertiary Sector Industries in Various Parts
of the World (Including India)
Factors Responsible for the location of primary, secondary, and tertiary sector
industries in various parts of the world (including India) is a topic mentioned
in General Studies Paper 1(GS1) for UPSC Mains. Basic concepts related to Primary,
Secondary, and Tertiary Sectors are covered in our post on Sectors of Economy:
Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, Quaternary, and Quinary. In this section, we shall see
an outline of factors. In coming posts, we shall see some specific examples of certain
industries in UPSC exam perspective. We have used NCERT texts for geography as the
starting material, taking extra inputs from online and offline sources.

Factors responsible for location of Industries
Industrial locations are complex in nature. These are influenced by the availability of
many factors. Some of them are: raw material, land, water, labor, capital, power,
transport, and market.

For ease of convenience, we can classify the location factors into two: geographical
factors and non-geographical factors.
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Geographical Factors
1. Raw material: Availability of natural resource that can be used as raw material.
2. Technology: To turn the resource into an asset with value.
3. Power: To utilize the technology.
4. Labour: Human resource in the area who can function as labor to run the
processes.
5. Transport : Road/rail connectivity.
6. Storage and warehousing.
7. Marketing feasibility.
8. Characteristics of land and soil.
9. Climate.
10.Precipitation and water resources.
11.Vulnerability to natural resources.

Explanation:


Raw materials are one of the important factors in an industrial location. The mere
location of industries itself may be determined by the availability or location of the
raw materials.



Power – conventional (coal, mineral oil or hydro-electricity) or on- conventional in
nature is a necessity for any industrial establishment.



Availability of labor or skilled workforce is the success mantra for the growth of all
industries.



Availability of easy transportation always influences the location of the industry.
So the junction points of waterways, roadways and railways become humming
centers of industrial activity.



The finished goods should reach the market at the end of the process of
manufacturing. Thus nearness to the market is an add-on quality in the process
of selecting a location for industry.



Availability of water is another factor that influences the industrial location. Many
industries are established near rivers, canals, and lakes, because of this reason.
Iron and steel industry, textile industries and chemical industries require large
quantities of water, for their proper functioning.



The site that is selected for the establishment of an industry must be flat and well
served by adequate transport facilities.
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The climate of the area selected for the industry is important, very harsh climate
are not suitable for the successful industrial growth.

Non-geographical Factors
1. Capital investment.
2. Availability of loans.
3. Investment climate.
4. Government policies/regulations.
5. Influence of pressure groups.

Explanation:


Capital or huge investment is needed for the establishment of industries.



Government policies are another factor that influences industrial location. The
government sets certain restriction in the allocation of land for industries in order
to reduce regional disparities, to control excessive pollution and to avoid the
excessive clustering of industries in big cities.



Industrial inertia is the predisposition of industries or companies to avoid
relocating facilities even in the face of changing economic circumstances that
would otherwise induce them to leave. Often the costs associated with relocating
fixed capital assets and labor far outweigh the costs of adapting to the changing
conditions of an existing location.



Efficient and enterprising organization and management are essential for running
modem industry successfully.



The location that has better banking facilities and Insurance are best suited for
the establishment of industries.

It is rarely possible to find all these factors available at one place.
Consequently, manufacturing activity tends to locate at the most appropriate place
where all the factors of industrial location are either available or can be arranged at
lower cost. In general, it should also be noted that both lower production cost and
lower distribution cost are the two major factors while considering the location of an
industry. Sometimes, the government provides incentives like subsidized power,
lower transport cost, and other infrastructure so that industries may be located
in backward areas.
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Industrial System
An industrial system consists of inputs, processes, and outputs. The inputs are the
raw materials, labor, and costs of land, transport, power and other infrastructure. The
processes include a wide range of activities that convert the raw material into finished
products. The outputs are the end product and the income earned from it. In the case
of the textile industry, the inputs may be cotton, human labor, factory and transport
cost. The processes include ginning, spinning, weaving, dyeing, and printing. The
output is the shirt you wear.

Connection between Industrialization and Urbanization
After an industrial activity starts, urbanization follows. Sometimes, industries are
located in or near the cities. Thus, industrialization and urbanization go hand in
hand. Cities provide markets and also provide services such as banking,
insurance, transport, labor, consultants and financial advice, etc. to the industry.

Agglomeration Economies
Many industries tend to come together to make use of the advantages offered by the
urban centers known as agglomeration economies. Gradually, a large industrial
agglomeration takes place.

Industries in pre-Independence period
In the pre-Independence period, most manufacturing units were located in
places from the point of view of overseas trade such as Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai,
etc. Consequently, there emerged certain pockets of industrially developed urban
centers surrounded by a huge agricultural rural hinterland.
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Sectors of Economy: Primary, Secondary, Tertiary,
Quaternary and Quinary
Human activities which generate income are known as economic activities.
Economic activities are broadly grouped into primary, secondary, tertiary activities.
Higher services under tertiary activities are again classified into quaternary and
quinary activities.
Let us first understand the differences between the different sectors of the economy,
so that it will be easier for us to understand the factors responsible for the location of
primary, secondary, and tertiary sector industries in various parts of the world
(including India).

Primary activities

Primary activities are directly dependent on environment as these refer to utilisation
of earth’s resources such as land, water, vegetation, building materials and minerals.
It, thus includes, hunting and gathering, pastoral activities, fishing, forestry,
agriculture, and mining and quarrying.
People engaged in primary activities are called red-collar workers due to the outdoor
nature of their work.
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Secondary activities

Secondary activities add value to natural resources by transforming raw materials
into valuable products. Secondary activities, therefore, are concerned
with manufacturing, processing and construction (infrastructure) industries.
People engaged in secondary activities are called blue collar workers.

Tertiary activities
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Tertiary activities include both production and exchange. The production involves
the ‘provision’ of services that are ‘consumed. Exchange, involves trade, transport and
communication facilities that are used to overcome distance.
Tertiary jobs = White collar jobs.

Quaternary activities

Quaternary activities are specialized tertairy activities in the ‘Knowledge Sector’ which
demands a separate classification. There has been a very high growth in demand for
and consumption of information based services from mutual fund managers to tax
consultants, software developers and statisticians. Personnel working in
office buildings, elementary schools and university classrooms, hospitals and doctors’
offices, theatres, accounting and brokerage firms all belong to this category of
services. Like some of the tertiary functions, quaternary activities can also be
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outsourced. They are not tied to resources, affected by the environment, or necessarily
localised by market.

Quinary activities

Quinary activities are services that focus on the creation, re-arrangement
and interpretation of new and existing ideas; data interpretation and the use and
evaluation of new technologies. Often referred to as ‘gold collar’ professions, they
represent another subdivision of the tertiary sector representing special and highly
paid skills of senior business executives, government officials, research scientists,
financial and legal consultants, etc. Their importance in the structure of advanced
economies far outweighs their numbers.The highest level of decision makers or
policy makers perform quinary activities.
Quinary = Gold collar professions.
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Urban Heat Islands
Urban Heat Islands (UHI) are significantly warmer urban areas than its
surrounding rural areas due to human activities. Urban Heat Island is a major
problem associated with rapid urbanisation.
The temperature increase is attributed to deforestation and the construction materials
adopted for city building. Usually, under the urban heat island phenomenon, the
central regions of urban centres exhibit higher mean temperatures than the
surrounding areas.
The heat island effect has corresponding ecological consequences on resident species.
The phenomenon, ‘Urban Heat Island’ was first investigated and described by Luke
Howard in the 1810s.

Causes for the formation of heat islands in the urban habitat of the world
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1. Heat islands form in urban and suburban areas because many common
construction materials absorb and retain more of the sun’s heat than natural
materials in less developed rural areas. Temperatures of dark, dry surfaces in
direct sun can reach 88°C during the day, while vegetated surfaces with moist soil
under the same conditions might reach only 18°C.
2. Concrete, cement, and metal surfaces in urban areas tend to absorb heat energy
rather than reflect it, contributing to higher urban temperatures.
3. Cities have a low albedo, the reflecting power of a surface. The increased surface
area of buildings results in more solar radiation absorption than reflection.

Remedies :
Cooler, shaded spaces in our parks, near buildings, in streetscapes and alongside
homes can reduce heat stress, particularly for those in our community who are most
vulnerable to high temperatures.
Note: Cities in desert environments show a different trend known as the “urban oasis
effect”. This effect is characterised by a cooler city centre compared to the surrounding
environments

Related UPSC Civil Services Mains Question
1. Bring out the causes for the formation of heat islands in the urban habitat of the
world. (5 marks, 100 words).
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Countries of the World Listed By Continent
In Geography, we study about the earth as a whole. Political Geography is a branch of
geography which studies the political entities like countries, across the globe. It
always helps to have a good idea about the location of different nations. List of
countries of the world, classified according to the continent they belong is given below.
A world map is also given for reference purpose. As of now there are 193 UN member
nations and more than 6 Non-UN members. Africa is the continent with most number
of nations (54).

UN Member Countries listed by continent
* Those countries of the world marked with * symbol are classified along with Europe
and not with Asia in some listings.

Countries of North America (23)
1. Canada
2. US
3. Mexico
4. Guatemala
5. Belize
6. El Salvador
7. Honduras
8. Costa Rica
9. Nicaragua
10.Panama
11.Bermuda
12.Bahamas
13.Haiti
14.Cuba
15.Jamaica
16.Dominican Republic
17.Dominica
18.St.Kitts and Nevis
19.St. Lucia
20.St. Vincent and The Grenadines
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21.Barbados
22.Grenada
23.Trinidad and Tobago

Countries of South America (12)
1. Columbia
2. Venezuela
3. Guyana
4. Suriname
5. Brazil
6. Ecuador
7. Peru
8. Bolivia
9. Paraguay
10.Chile
11.Argentina
12.Uruguay

Countries of Europe (43)
1. Iceland
2. Norway
3. Sweden
4. Finland
5. Russia
6. Estonia
7. Latvia
8. Lithuania
9. Belarus
10.Ireland
11.UK
12.Denmark
13.Portugal
14.Spain
15.Andorra
16.France
17.Monaco
18.Switzerland
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19.Lieischenstein
20.Luxembourg
21.Belgium
22.Netherlands
23.Germany
24.Italy
25.Malta
26.San Marino
27.Poland
28.Czech Republic
29.Slovakia
30.Austria
31.Hungary
32.Slovenia
33.Croatia
34.Bosnia and Herzegovina
35.Serbia
36.Montenegro
37.Albania
38.Macedonia
39.Greece
40.Bulgaria
41.Romania
42.Moldova
43.Ukraine

World Map

Countries of Africa (54)
1. Morocco
2. Algeria
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3. Tunisia
4. Libya
5. Egypt
6. Mauritania
7. Mali
8. Senegal
9. Gambia
10.Guinea Bissau
11.Guinea
12.Sierra Leone
13.Liberia
14.Ivory Coast
15.Ghana
16.Burkina
17.Togo
18.Benin
19.Niger
20.Nigeria
21.Chad
22.Cameroon
23.Central African Republic
24.(North) Sudan
25.South Sudan
26.Eritrea
27.Dijibouti
28.Ethiopia
29.Somalia
30.Equatorial Guinea
31.Gabon
32.Republic of Congo
33.(Democratic Republic of) Congo
34.Uganda
35.Kenya
36.Rwanda
37.Burundi
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38.Tanzania
39.Angola
40.Zambia
41.Malawi
42.Mozambique
43.Namibia
44.Botswana
45.Zimbabwe
46.South Africa
47.Lesotho
48.Swaziland
49.Seychelles
50.Comoros
51.Madagascar
52.Mauritius
53.Cape Verde
54.Sai Tome and Principe

Countries of Asia (47)
1. Yemen
2. Oman
3. UAE
4. Qatar
5. Baharin
6. Saudi Arabia
7. Kuwait
8. Iraq
9. Jordan
10.Israel
11.Lebanon
12.Syria
13.Cyprus
14.Turkey*
15.Georgia*
16.Armenia*
17.Azerbaijan
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18.Iran
19.Afghanistan
20.Pakistan
21.Turkmenistan
22.Uzbekistan
23.Tajikistan
24.Kyrgyzstan
25.Kazakhstan
26.China
27.Mongolia
28.India
29.Nepal
30.Srilanka
31.Maldives
32.Bhutan
33.Bangladesh
34.Myanmar
35.Thailand
36.Laos
37.Cambodia
38.Vietnam
39.Malaysia
40.Singapore
41.Brunei
42.Indonesia
43.East Timor
44.Philippines
45.South Korea
46.North Korea
47.Japan

Countries of Oceania (14)
1. Australia
2. New zealand
3. Papua New guinea
4. Palau
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5. Micronesia
6. Marshall Islands
7. Nauru
8. Vanuatu
9. Solomon Islands
10.Kiribati
11.Tuvalu
12.Tonga
13.Fiji
14.Samoa

Non UN Member Nations
1. Kosova
2. Palestine
3. Western Sahara
4. Turkish Cyprus
5. Taiwan
6. Vatican City
Apart from these nations, there are numerous islands and territorial regions claimed
by different nations as their foreign territories.
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Interesting Facts and Figures Regarding World Geography
Only when studying becomes an enjoyable experience, we start to appreciate the
beauty of each subject. The same is true with Geography. Geography is a wonderful
subject where we see the mountains, rivers, lakes, oceans and people across the
world. One way to generate interest in Geography is to think and imagine as if you are
on a world tour appreciating the geographical features in different parts of the world.
This post is also a humble attempt to raise interest in aspirants regarding geography.
We are including certain interesting facts and figures regarding World Geography in
this post. You may add more on the comments section below.

Interesting facts regarding Geography

Interesting facts: Geography

As a student of Geography, it is always advisable to find and remember all important
physio-graphical divisions like mountains, lakes, rivers etc. in different parts of the
globe. Tip: Buy a good atlas, and familiarize with the names mentioned below.

Continents


Continents – 7 : (Based on Size) Asia, Africa, North America, South America,
Antartica, Europe, Australia.



Continent with largest number of countries – Africa.



Continent without desert – Europe.
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All major civilization in Asia, apart from Egyptian Civilization in Africa.

Oceans


Oceans – 4 : (Based on Size) Pacific, Atlantic, Indian, Artic.

Rivers


Amazon – S.America.



Nile – Egypt (Africa).

Lakes


Largest salt water lake – Caspian Sea (Europe).



Largest fresh water lake – L.Superior(N.America).

Mountains


Alps – Europe



Atlas – Africa



Kilimanjaro – Africa



Apalachian – N.America



Rockies – N.America



Andes – S.America



Ural – Asia/Europe

Water falls


Niagra water falls – N.America



Iguasu water falls – S.America



Angel water falls -S.America

Miscellaneous


Only active volcano in Europe – Mt.Etna.



Atacama desert – South America.



Amazon Rain-forest – South America.



Divisions of Asia – South Asia (SAARC – including India), South East Asia
(ASEAN), Central Asia, West Asia, East Asia.



Tasmania – Part of Australia.



Tanzania – In Africa.
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Laurazia – Asia, Europe, Greenland, N.America.



Gondwanaland – India, Australia, Africa, Madagascar,S.America part of
Gondwanaland.



Number of Nations having membership in UN (193): Africa(54), Asia(47),
Europe(43), N.America(23), Australia(14), S.America(12).



Nations without UN membership: Taiwan, Palestine*, Vatican City, Kosowa.



European Union – 27 nations.



Euro common currency – 17 nations.



Antartica Treaty – 1959.



Maranon and Ucayali – Rivers which makes Amazon.



Cape Aagulas- Africa.



Lowest place – Dead Sea.



Lowest road- Highway 90.



Marco Polo(1271AD) – Traveller from Venice.
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